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INTRODUCTION
Stat ement of the Problem
In the co unse ling
has been placed
school
gives

needs
varied

on appraising

coun se l6r.

all

the broad

pupils,

and problems
depending

questionair

of youth ''.

p erson al- social - educationa
a teacher,

member , a friend,

l,

the

help

another

indi vidua l.

"When it

competed by Brough (1965) where couns elors

achiev ement , but parents
The implications
much of their
r ea lly

are

time in helping

not meeting

of vocational

were selected
that

the needs

needs

in the areas

employee,

a family

came to personal-social

are also

of educa-

above the

supported

were chosen for
planning

for personal-emotional

counse lor s are trying
students

of

They had a choice

he was chosen far

These findings

in the areas

(19 69) a 25-item

school

study

girls

can be many and

too well , but in the areas

problems,
.

for

"th e developmental

probl ems .

choices

grade

for,

these

other

by eighth

the responsibility

concerned.

r ega rding

did not fair

of individuals

(1963)

the ne eds and desir es of the students

counselor,

and vocational

of the public

These needs and problems

and vocational

or another

probl ems the counselor
problems

of having

students

emphasis

Association

the major concerns

e was used to determine

of choosing

identity

study by Kennedy and Fredrickson

and to whom they would go for

tional

overview

and with

few years,

School Counselor

on the individual

In a recent

the past

the professional

The American

the couns elor

assisting

prof essi on during

of the majori ty of the students

help

and scholastic
needs .

to spend far

with personal-social

by a

too

problems
through

and

,

2

eJucational
aspect
i tate

and vocational

then--the

problem

students

needs

The purpo .se of this
counselors
goals,

to determine

tional

guidance

for developing

will

in terms

success.

and Objectives
is to determine

for

in making future

junior

to facil-

appropriate

plans

be included

high schools,

goa ls?
he be doing

what should

is known what should

be to search

be done by

and appropriate
in an occupa-

and to set up guidelines

present

high school

objectives,

will

counselors

through

junior

of content,

This material

guid elin es for
tional

Purpose

what is known about

rrograms

be doing

such a program.

The obj ective
determine

area?

it

program

and setting

in this

students

if

counselors

or oc cupational

does he need and what should

report

to facilitate

should
plans

and materials

meet their

Taking the vocational

is--what

in making future

~hat facilities
to best

help.

lit erature

vocational

procedures,

then be analyzed

' and administrators

guidance

feasibility,

and

and used in setting
' use in devising

guidanc e program , and to facilitate

to

carrying

up

a voca -

out such a pro gram .

Methods of Procedure
The procedure
lit erature

.

involved

Both primary

in this

study

and secondary

t he problem from the conceptualizations
m9.terial
Special

will

be paraphrased

emphasis

idll

1.

Theories

2.

Occupations

J.

Occupational

will

sources

of vocational

Information

to the following
choice

File

will

into

of existing

be used to study

of many different

and co-ordinated

be given

be a review

authors.

a meaningful

areas :

The
whole.

3
4.

Employment of standardized

5.

Individual

psychologica

and group counseling
Definition

1.

Junior

2.

Occupation s - -a class
fundamentals

J.

of occupationa

S . R.A.- - Sci ence Research

4. D. O. T. --Dictionary

5.

interviews

of Terms

High Schoo l-- seventh , eighth,
or unit

and ninth

within

ar e taught .

.

of Occupationa l Tit l es .
Education

grade , i nc l usive ,

a cl ass in which the basic

l information

Associates

N.D.E.A .-- Nationa l Defense

l tests

Act .

4

REVIEWOF LITERATURE
Theory of Vocational
A person

at the time

mental

and hereditary

forces

play

his

a person

interactions,

choice

class , American
to,

From all

develops

culture

of these

, other

environmental

habitua l and preferred

which will

habitual

( Holland,

trend

in vocational

or a "tot al -p ersonc1lity

indivi dual
person

guidance

no lon ger concern

th emselves

to,

with things.

'

reaches

for al ternatives

adjustive

orientations

within

b ecomes a full

functioning

individua

motivations,

and perceptions

which are complicated
of aspirations

a given

in addition

traits

social

and his perception

"

l equipped

of values

it.

but view the

setting

.

The

with emot ions,

to intelligence,

by a set

a "h olistic

(1954, p . 158) defined

with isolated

personality

his level

he is subjected

is towards

viewpoint " as Gillman

as a total

aptitudes,

tasks

he is

1959),

The present

Theorists

and pref erred

adults,

environment

methods of dealing

choic e then , the person

his

of environ -

significant

, and the physical

In making a vocational
satisfy

is a product

The va ri ety of cul tura l and persona l

on hi m, inc l uding pee r s , parents

social

subjected

of vocational

Choice

int erests

that

of hi mself

, and

help to determine
in the role

of a

worker.
Miskimins

et al . (1969) believed

tween the man and his
worki ng conditions
f actoriness
j ob there

.

job.

there

This match is divided

and job requirements

If the job fits,

is satisfactoriness

that

he will
.

must be a match be into

two perspectives

, and sati sfa ction
be satisfied

and satis -

, and if he fits

the

:

5
Influ entia l factors
The person - placement
In dustria
needs

l Relations

of both

Cent er is a method for the counselor

the individual

individual's

satisfaction

and the job.
was rated

(3) supe rvision,

(2) security,
con ditions

con gru ence form (p pc) devis ed by the Minnesota

.

The abilities

b e punctua l,

(4) co-workers

(8) physical

skills

The counselor
if

the client

counselors
tain

(6) general

then rated

a high degree

When one talks

This

ed to .

the individual

each point

the investment

under

tions ,

on a seven point

each requirement.

th e stability

of accuracy

choice

the
to

(5) abi lity
and

(Miskimins
this

can select

choices .

determines

the best

in medicine,

comes in training

Using this

.

fits

r equires

in cer-

Entrance

different
r equirements

Which can the individual

fulfill?

he has been subject .

The degree

the job satisfaction

choice .

system ,

et al. , 1969),

and others , undesirable

of the occupation

sca l e to see

of the individuals

of occupations

seem desirable

s --l arge

working

(3) ability

skills,

limit ed by the number of occupations

Some will

which the output

occupation

about

in alternative

is further

(5) general

(7) mental skills,

stabi li ty ,

from which an individual

are one issue

(1) pay,

.

were ab l e to predict

alternatives

criteria:

and reg u

the

of th e

wer e evaluated

(2) social

to conform to rules

is capab l e of meeting

jobs with

and ,

and job r equirements

(4) ability

to work independently,

The need estimate

on the following

foll owing headin gs : (1) intelligence,

to estimate

ideals

to
of

The investm en t vari es in

and small for
and education

truck

driving

whi l e others

.

In some
come in

tool s and equipment .
••. three broad classes
of determinants
of occupational
choice:
(a ) the occupatio na l utility
function
(pref erenc e
system) ; (b) r esources for generating
various occupational
output s ; and (c) outputs or con sequen ces to be had by

6
employing given resources
in various
and Zytowski, 1969, p . 786)
Every individual
different

.

is different

His most preferred

the father

factor

of occupational

because

the father

to his

sons along

be an inherited

this

upon which will

is that

directly

are
give

the occupation

on the son ' s occupational
and indirectly

gives

lin e in day to day contact;

factor

(Kal dor

ski ll s and abilities

depends

choice

baring

.

and Zytowski , 1969).

(Kaldor

does have a strong

possibly

his

occupation

him the most of what he wants
One last

because

al ternatives

or it

of

choice ,

encouragement
could possibly

1968).

(Werts,

Super ' s theory

(1953), a noted occupational

Super
postulates
that

which clarify

this

theorist,

modern role

each indi vidua l and each occupation

ti es , interests

, and personalities,

tolerance

to allow

a variety

of individuals

tional

choice

is

a

for

a

variety
for

or modern trend.

He stated

has and requir es certain

but that

abili-

each has a wide enough

of occupations

for

each occupation.

lo ng term process

has given us ten

each in dividua l,

He believed

and goes through

that

different

and

occupastages

of development .
These stages
the maintenance
that

we are

period.

are the exp lor atory
stage

concerned

the estab l ishment

and the dec lin e stage .
about

They are aware that

some type and begin

stage,

in this

paper would fit

they will

to make tentative

The junior

be involved
choices ,

th ese choices , many of which are unrealisti

into

stage,

high schoo l ages
the exploratory

in an occupation

From here

c and show signs

they exp lor e
of being

fanta sy choice ,
Other factors

which determine

the career

pattern

of

are personality

a

7
characteristics,
iences

socio-economic

level,

mental

to which he has been exposed .

he has of himself.

picture

the tentative

Super's

he evaluates
tenth

postulate

stated

and other

They help to determine

conc ept or mental picture
that

ability,

It

the self-

is against

decisions

that

exper -

this

mental

he makes.

as follows:

Work satisfaction
and life satisfaction
depend upon the
extent to which the individu al finds adequate outlets
for
his abilities,
interests,
personality
traits,
and values;
they depend upon his establishment
in a typ e of work, a
work situation,
and a way of life in which he can play the
kind of role which his growth and exploratory
experiences
have l ed him to consider congenial and appropriate.
(Super,
1953, p. 190)
So one might say that

if an individual

faction

in his work, he does so because

us e his

characteristics

and values

If one were to use Super's
up

junior

a

high school

program would center
personal

abilities,

occupation
istics

in order

cular

occupation.

a well

organized

around helping

for

certain

the person

theoretical

a

information

, interest

and that

senior

it

setting

the entire
his own

each different

and personality

in the elementary
high,

to him.

to understand

that

him to

base for

program,

the individual

the junior

and satis-

is important

to be happy and contented

program starting

the program would fulfill

character-

in that

parti-

is would r equire

school

and continue-

high and college

if

the needs of the students.

theory

Ginzberg
process

as

Being the lon g term project

ing step by step up through

Ginzberg's

way that

and personality;
ability

pleasure

the job he holds permits
a

theory

occupational

interests,

requires

in

finds

(1 952) also

and goes through

believed
different

to as the "Fanta sy , Tentative,

that

occupational

choice

stag e~ of development,

and Realistic

" periods,

is a long

which he refers
The fantasy

8
p eriod

covers

assum e::; that

from ear ly youth until
he can do anything

polic eman , the next
The tentative

during

and occupationa
period
' li mits

are

mental

rate.

this

at about

he wants.

goes from about

starts

becoming more r ea listic.

capabilities

Counselors

and what type

on interests

and goes to early

.
,

es ,

The r ea l isti c

adul th ood .

The s e age

own uniqu e develop-

the individual

and inter es ts with his

seventeen

and capaciti

ev ery one has his

During the rea l isti c period

with new int erests

ages el even through

are based

seventeen

Here the child

One day he may want to be a

period

only approx i mate because

co mpro mis e his
tunities.

area

l choice

starts

age el even .

day a cowb oy, and so on, changing

choice

The choices

about

is able

to

environm en t and oppor-

need to know what age gr oup they are working with

of choices

they are making .

Our basic assumption was that an individu al never reaches
th e ultimate
decision
at a s i ngle moment in tim e , but through
a series
of decisions
over a period of many years ; the cumula tive i mpact is the determining
f actor . (Ginz berg et al . , 1951,

P· 27)
In order

for

an individual

to choose a prop er occupation,

fir st have a t ru e se lf-conc ep t and must know the occupations
to see if his

abilities

requir ed by the
directi

ng the

job seekers

job .

on a step
con cepts

Counselors

are as important

about

of occupations.

and teachers

the students

progressive

themselves

coincide

well

enough

with those

have the responsibi

l ity

They must realize

of

that

as jobs.

in Ginzberg ' s theory

around building
by step

and personality

in both of th ese areas .

students

The implication
centered

, interests

he must

for

junior

' interests

high counseling

in diff e r ent occupations

type program by building

and how they ~-rn
uld relate

is

the

in differ

students

'

ent typ es

9
Hoppocl<' s th eor y
Hoppock (1967) proposed
body of this

theory.

a series

of ten postulates

All ten of the postulates

to explain

in one way or another

the word "needs ", and cent er around the id ea of meeting
Individuals

choose an occupation

them a sense

of success

psychological

to meet their

and accomplishment.

needs has an influence

The individual

int ell ectually

a person

knowledgeable

about himself,

and the selection
needs.

Here needs

by others.

a per son has about

As

and different

prepar ed to fi nd an occupation

will

that

occupations,

will

himself

a person

fulfill

his

the better

becomes more
he is better

needs.

The more in-

prepar ed he is to know

as well , because

of information

about

occupations

knowl edge he has the more he is able
needs with the qualifications
upon the degree

Satisfaction
oth er position

to which job satisfies

that
that

one feels

them .
the more

compare and int egr ate his
The satisfaction
th e needs that

involved

one wants it

for the job to meet the needs immed iate-

for his

job can be ups et if he sees an-

is more lik el y to fulfill
theory

as a basis

progra m, the main emphasis

in two directions.

to satisfy

to meet then in the near future.

Using Hoppock's
school

to match,

of the occupation.

It is not necessary

it promises

case

he is attract-

This

ly if

and

be in-

but in either

r equ ire

to satisfy.

give

can be perceived

what his wants and needs are and what it will

depends

will

to physical

becomes aware of his lik es and dislikes,

jobs and repelled

is true

needs .

on the choice.

ed to certain

for mation

one that

This reaction

or they may be a mere vague f ee ling,

they have an influence
As

needs;

individual

us e

on the type of occ upat ion one se lects.

needs are proportional,

flu enced most by the more important

the

for

his
setting

needs.
up a junior

would be on broadening

Fir st , more und erstan ding about

hi gh

the in dividua l

hims elf

and his needs,

10
and second , a wide range
Insight

Coordination

possibilities

appearing

i s that

a person

.

that

Choice then becomes a matching
characteristics

the same

occupa -

are necessary
of individual

process

with potentialities

ng of

needs , and basic

with as many different

and the types

for
needs that

where the indiviof the occupation.

(1963) in comparin g the theo r ies of Super , Roe , Ti ederman ,

and Ginzb erg conclud ed that

take

.

interests,

knowing the qua li fications

can match his

Holland,

needs with

must have a good understandi

, attributes,

in each of the occup ations

Bordin

own personal

on the surface , hav e basically

Next he must be acquainted

can fulfill

life

It

as possible,

success

occupations.

, tho se of Super , Ginzberg , and Hoppock, while

knowing his limitations

personality.

dual

theories

ng theme .

hi mself,

his

of each of the occupations

somewhat different

underlyi

many different

of theories

All three

it

about

would th en be needed to coordinate

the fulfillment

tions

of information

on either

structural

all

of these

vocational

choice,

theories

of occupational

developm en t choice

or

both.
The structural
view analyzes occupations
within some
fram ework for conc eiving personality
organization,
choosing
its terms from that fra mework. The developm en tal view
attempts to portray the kinds of shaping experiences
that
can account for person ality organization
and concomitant
vocatio nal patterns . (Bordin , 1963, p . 10 8 )
In a recent
with

re alism and the effect

vocational
with

research

choices .

advancing

support

project

His fin al analysis

age and grade .

to a basis

(1967), he experimented

of age differentiation

for Ginzber g ' s hypothesis

basi s in fantasy

by Hollander

indicated

"The results
that

in reality

on the realism

also

that
provide

vocational
consideration

of

r ea lism incr ea sed
inf erentia

l

choic es change from a
.''

(Holl ander ,

11
1967, p . 314)
The implication
gorizing

element

involved

in choosing

for adolescents

an occupation

as this

statement

can be a cate-

indicated

:

Choosing a vocation involves a kind of public self defini tion that forces one to say to the world , "This is what I am."
I t is precisely
the lack of internal
wherewitha l to make such
a dec l aration
that immobil i zes some peop l e when they are faced
with having to choose.
Although they may wish to avoid
declaring
themse l ves , adolescents
are always painfu ll y aware
of the demand that some decision be made , The incompatibility
between the interna l inabi l ity and external
(as well as i nternal)
demand creates a great deal of additional
discomfort .
( Gal insky and Fast , 1966, p . 89)
Facts

of this

type are important

understand

, in order

possess.

Occupational

to help the cl ient
choice

the l He of an individual
pressure

force

Behavior

variables

little

is known about

sensory

It

that

the extent

Upon this

may have a genetic
the degree

frustrations.
in definite
motivation

decision

in

not to l et peer

fi elds

ship

four

are contained

of early

hypotheses

differences

.

experience
In these

is not clear;

and pattern

for

genetic
in terms of

have an effect
to vocational

hypotheses

many

and aptitudes

but still

early

in terms of attention

they seem

satisfactions

and

dir ec tiven ess focus

the ~erson , and the amount of

shoiP1 in the accomplishment
different

of these

. · Even though inte l ligence

of development

several

nature

endowment , but

system complexity

basis , the evidence

of interest

and special

or genetic

hereditary

nervous

relation

These patterns

Here again

and

which he may

important

interests,

and pr ecise
these

and central

of inter est

to l imit

such conflicts

is especially

it

due to inheritance

choic e , Roe (1957) offered
points

to watch for

is such a vita l and important

is known that

capacities

on behavior.

past

such as intelligence,

es are undoubtedly

.

counselors

a wrong choice ,

abiliti

differences

for

.

conc epts , approached

in several

12

different

ways, but all

different.

Because

centering

they are different

only be sat isfi ed by certain
need fulfilling

around

they

specific

pot entialities

th e main theme that
have special

occupations,

ev e ryone is

needs which can

which in turn

have

.
Occup ations

Boys and girls

as they

place

in the world

of work.

while

others

are still

The occupations
kind

exploring

curriculum

rates

In order
important
learning

needs

characteristics

organized

to fit

allows

out.

on through

college

.

proper

organized,
classes

aft er, because

preparation

Teach ers must be qualifi

is that

in the school

it,

students

.

in some

at different

teachers

1964),

a variety
setting

and outside

at the high school

junior

of

This would indicate

high,

senior

that

level,

high and right

the school

and conducted ,

are assigned

it,

above two

must have appropriate

have been introduced

Everyon e involv ed is disappointed

of all

with

graduation

to develop

progr a ms within

staffed,

in teaching

college

as mentioned

age groups

elementary,

Too many of the occupational

immediately

the needs

program is need ed , not just
including

(1969) occupations

after

The first

(Baer and Roeber,

levels

are poorly

roles

their

1964).

g , and second , all

but at all

today

in lif e and stick

such a curriculum
stand

to wonder about

early

individuals

need to be offered

exp e rienc e s avail able
a well

it

to facilitate

settin

working

(Baer and Roeber,

experiences

school

to grow up begin

Some decide

of a common core while

individual

the

start

According

setting
to Mezzano

and dropp ed almost
to teach

and wi th no desire

it without

to teach

it

either

.

ed and int er es t ed if

the cl ass is goin g to

.

13
be a success .
study

for

It

is

just

as important

the occupations

Defining

a definite

class

to plan

as it

is a short

goal with a series

to r each the objectives

set

forth

and outline
talk

a course

or a short

of instructional

units

in the goal is important

of

article

.

designed

(Hill

and

Ewing , 1942) .
The teacher
matter

teacher

The class
et al.
ively

being

or any other

itself

situation

stated,

broad

areas

man power within

,

tion

of families

to play

Anything

effects

ef fect

The principal
area

of assignments

information

in the occupational

extent

and that

can be of great

is important

help

is important

aspect

or great

of a compet en t counselor

field

his adminis-

as well.

containing
detrim en t to

, who i s quali -

Also , proper
if

of th e

program as a

to the area

to the program .

program,

the effectiveness

the counseling

and his access

' s selection

in this

information.

the occupa tiona l information

of the counselor

of self

could be studied

figur e in the school
to a great

of course

of

program

part

that

of

of job satisfaction

occupations

"Will determine

the occupational

fi ed in this

to that

the use of occupational

has a large

program,

The facilities

him.

characteristics

he is the central

trat ive efforts

whole will

tYPe of

I n this

of our own community , utilization

of the occupational

The principal

guidance

can be effect -

such as relatedness

One or two specific

to illustrate

We know that

cl ass .

the subject.

, or as Berdie

the nation , and above all , the relationship

can be discussed

Administration

information

or English

and trends

to teach

of the curriculum

of occupational

studies

and personal

thoroughly

as part

a subject

the counselor,

who is qualified

of information

the needs

understanding

person

units

in a social

occupations,

can be either

can be listed

(1963)
given

discussed

distribu

overl ap and thin

-
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cov oi·age are to be eliminated
not cJ is dissemination
his

job to assign

\fr1ether

so it

person

is the requisition

tak es a lot

of money to build
and it

area

under

schoo l time

this
p.

is

and maintain

will

then

turn

which he might r eceive,

manner .

of fun ds for

(Isa acs on,

guidance
it

activities

the

One other

occupation

an up to date,
to find

area

that

library.
adequate

adequate

1966).

It

library

funds

films

Time is needed

program

for

a

Such activities

as career

ne ed to be schedu l ed into
for

group t es ts.

Also , ti me for

method or in a class
that

the administrator

the occupation
by its elf,
will

s class

The

have to se ll

on the r espons ibility

of the pr i ncipa l,

pha ses

its el f ,

is needed ,

teache r s , to the pupil s , and th e community as well.
s e ction

is an -

standar d i zed test s a r e need ed and us ed in all

program ,

be a unit

in to th e school

jurisdiction.

talks , and vocational

a l s o very possible
to his

infor mation

in a usable

the principal's

resu l ts of the l arge

whether

it

member of the

The principal

is up to the principal

occupat ional

days , vocational

of the

Fir st of all

amount of material.

Scheduling
other

e difference,

and filed

is iniportant

reasonable

information.

the libr arian , or another

any occupational

can be org an ized

of materia ls,

(1949)

which Christ ensen

someone to be in cha r ge of the occup ationa l li brary .

committe e makes littl

over to this

One oth e r area

of occupational

it be the counselor,

guidance

.

It

is

the program
To conclu de

Christ ensen

(1949,

154) stated :
If the
principal
in such a
community
educational
The con cept

propo se d by Hollis

school is to meet the ne eds of youn g people , the
must adminis ter and sup e rvis e the guidance program
way that pupils , teachers , and members of th e
will r ecognize it as an int egra l part of the total
pattern.

of l evels or ech elo ns of guidan ce respo nsibi liti
and Hollis

es

(1965) m~y ~elp i dent ify th e individual
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and group responsibility
approach

suggests

conducted

that

the first

by the prof ess ional

establishing
within

in connection

a feeling

the peer

teacher

decisions

groups,

Problems

within

this

primarily

Whether teacher

the responsibility

require

a specialist

can see the importance
vocational

choice

of belonging

the individual

has available

counselor

.

The third

toward
the class -

often

fall

depends

eche lo n is

Here tl1e individual's
over an extended

period

' s needs

referral

or psychiatrist

together

on the first

for

and

the time needed by the

and on to the specia list

of working

l choice

is in volved

of the teacher,

work together

on the third

with

or counselor

such as a psychologist

alone

and includes

The second eche lon may

and vocationa

eche lon the individual

teach er and counselor

counselor

area .

of the counse lor.

work with a professional
At the fourth

the feeling

This

activities

the classroom

working

education

and the time the teacher

mainly

of guidance

beyond what can be done within

upon the qualifications

student,

the

area.

guidance.

a broad er understan ding of self,

or both,

of tentative

consists
within

in the subject

or counselor

vocational

, promoting

encouraging

of lon g- ran ge concern

room.

time.

teacher

of security

dev elopi ng competencies
involve

level

with

require
.

needs
of
to

Here we see that
two l evels , the
in the fourth.

the betterment

One

of the

of the individual.

Both the teacher and the counselor
are important
members
of the guidanc e team in eve ry school . Each makes a unique
con tribut ion to the career planning process that supplements
the work of the other . Neithe r can effectively
replace the
other , nor can ei th er do both aspects of the task that needs
to be done if students
are to be given the maximum assistance
in planning for their futures.
The failure
of either to
perform his function
adequately
will result
in caree r planning
built
on a weaker foundation , and therefore
more likely
to be
inadequate . (Isaacson,
1966 , p . 13)
They must compliment
th ey are doing .

each oth er and not overlap

Open communication

in the work that

and r eferra l to th e counselor

when
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necessary

would be th e most ideal

The goal of the occupations
"Vocational

decision

not a single

the future

, with

the past

feel

stage

one .

of its

and requirements.

decision.

Technological

capable

and that

of acquiring

to succ eed in their
choice

a process
cerning
the

self

, that
education

curriculum:

there

A well

organized

have increased

the importance

that

is increased

of job skills

each student,

an important

concern

courses.

(1964) there
to understand

of counselors

are three

activity

is help-

that

career
basic

objectives

development
concepts

con -

between

is needed .
is needed

of

1956).

basic

and a form a '.~on of comparitability

planning

as he is

(McDaniel,

of certain

development

what

Even so , some degree

in the high school

by

and job

no matter

do , needs as much education

to career
career

of

advances

must be a mastery

and work,

and relationship

and the possibility

and a w-lde range

-

at this

opportunities

to Baer and Roeber

of the occupational

is not desirable

as occupational

school

is important

many authori

as well

education

eventually

According

in

then is not designed

, and a worker ' s versatility

kind of work he will

vocational

a number

has been in

In fact

of the individual

importance

of general

choice

This means , of course,

ing youth

a number of

be more true

changes , than it

occupational

versatility

information.

he faces

probably

high school

occupational

change in occupational

a high level

This will

in junior

of the immaturity

of occupational

life

making ."

a road which branches

technological

class

specific

because

road .

in decision

1968).

an immediate
that

He follows

straight

all

(Samler,

to facilitate

experience

In a person ' s vocational

The occupational

ties

is a l earning

points , not just

of times,

.

class

counseling

( Samler , 1968, p . 2)

situation

to expos e

is
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elementary
process

students

, secondary

of successful

vocational

choice

ment concept
meaningful

with

occupational

has lost

a succession

into

work and educational

tion

of activities

an effective
process.

approximations

The whole idea

is to stimulate

which would involve

and self-study
curriculum

curriculum

(Baer and Roeber,

Tiedeman
individual

process

developmental

based

on a superficial

a career

booklet.

No, a

thi~ough th e occupations

alternatives.

and assessing

situation,

unique

alternatives

to

than the administration

as a roletaking

in each of the occupations,

ferred

self-exploration

and progressing

of a career

develops

to this

the various

he can associate

has become more

1964).

(1 961) referred
explores

develop-

a lif elo ng coordina-

level

type tests,

in which a student

of a single

would then be int eg rat ed into

as part

of a few inventory

lifelong

and a career

of planning

of expe ri ences need to be d6veloped

variety

the

the 1950's,

This is a much more complicated

of a career,

to this

The idea

at the elementary

l earning

occupations

and interpretation
choice

activities.

roles,

starting

Basic

, and adults

meaning since

and realistic.

' adulthood.

students

might come forth

sets

process
By imagining

the consequences
of consequences,

for better

in which
himself

of each
so that

pre-

understanding.

Effective
personal planning during the early secondary
school years does not require definite
vocational
decisions
the choice to be made is curriculum
choice, and each curriculum provides basic preparation
for many occupations.
(McDani el, 195 6 , p. 215)
Constr uction

and subject

Trad itiona l courses

matter
involve

two kinds

of activities:

extensive

revi ew of one occupation,

dual

compl e t e a se l f-study

;

a short

time span and a re limited

(1) a systemat ~~ study

of several

and (2) an attempt

of hi s own int er e sts

jobs,

to
or an

to have each indivi-

and person a lity.

The
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main thin g that

is missed

lif elon g process

fici al,

almost

the form of summerizing

it

all

Self - study

of teaching

workin g together

conc epts

has been too supe r -

1964) .

It

which starts

high , senior

is not enough to have occupa -

possibly

help

occupations

p ro gram can be effective,

high

to have a step by step

grades , l eav in g al l other

- -co mplimenting

self

junior

important

a ge leve l s .

who cannot

process

through

and twe lth

to the counselor,

to obt ain an adequate

g th e basic

is a long term project

is espe cially

tion s ta ught in the ninth

a satisfactory

.

a f ew occup atio ns

compl ete ly on t es t data , inst ead of following

gr ades and continues

program which involves

t eacher

students

infor mation

and on up th e l adde r,

A step by step

To study

is a

d evelo pmenta l tr ends (Bae r and Roeber,

occup a tional

in the el ementary

bility

car ee r development

of the cours e , not cl arifyin

ar e needed by all

depending

Since

that

of plannin g approxima tio ns .

has been the objective
involv ed that

i s the fact

respo ns i -

eve ryo ne effectiv

with

the couns elor

ely .
and

each oth er -- is the only way th at
and give the

students

a chan ce

conc ept , and th e knowl edge of the world of

work which he nee ds to make the proper

choices

which will

satisfy

his

needs.
The junior

high program

success , and an adequate
present ed by Leonard
were taught

Two film
through

program is important

(1969) is as foll ows :

in the Geography

volunte er basis
strips

is a very important

class .

.

step

One succ es sful

seventh

Community people

to come to the school

on the la dder of

and speak about

grade

pr ogram

occ upat ions

were asked on a
thei r own jo b field

, "Who Are You" and "Wbat Do You Lik e to Do" availabl

the Science

the students

.

and contact

speakers

Research

A committee

Associates
chairman

, were bought

and presented

e
to

was chosen fro m each ro om to ch oose

from the community , present

materials

to the cl ass

.
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and for mul ate questions
stress

the

for

the speakers .

socio - psychologica

l aspects

of th ei r jobs.

Ei ghth grade program was designed
with

special

emphasis

in a history
mittees

class.

them,

fr ee materia ls,

for

r esea rched

the committee

was taught

and met with

as a unit
Room com-

the counse lor

to

vot ed on job famili es th at interested

arranged

inform at ion to the cl a ss before
sch eduled

Occupations

basis

The students

and then the committee

community agenc i es

irnre sho,m on job famili es .

Film strips

were chos en on a voluntary

obt ained

to exp lore

on job families.

or gan i ze th e program .

The speake rs were asked to

for

speakers,

job family

the speaker

for mulat ed questions,

areas,

came .

and presented

Fieldtrips

members to add to their

the

were

information.

Each

,
student

was exposed

cla ss section
speaker

, and were divided

to speaker .

For the ninth
four

, college

school .

Featured

Severa l areas

Use of films
experimenting
either

were superior

on four

occupational
speakers

each heading

he was interest
trips.

vocational

films

trips

three

days .

group discussions

The four

into

ar eas were
, and trade

made up the agenda .

were availab l e and each student

cou ld

ed in.
Several

studies

films .

or job visits

metr1ods of studying

from

per hour.

areas , lar ge company training

care e r choices , and in stabilizing

usin g field

different

and small

and field

one by each

day was expanded , and divided

with -Lhe use of occupation

exp erimenta l study

areas,

i nto seven group s which alt ernated

gr ade the career

under

cho ose the areas

job family

They held one or two classes

parts , which were held

military

that

to seven different

have been conducted

Mill er (1953) concluded

followed

by clas s di scussion

occup ationa l information,
the occupationa

selecting

l choices .

In his

groups were co mpar ed : one usin g films,

, and a co ntro l group using

regular

means .

one

The visiting
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group gained

the most information

and the control
gained

group was last

and attained.

A project

See Appendix A for

was tried .

in action

of the worker,
'the

on the job.

were also

These were rec eived

des ir able , pay scale
it se lf.

by counselors

In a questionaire

conducted.

to be a more effective

c.

for both group and

students

change or to fit

and changed as data

of being

rated

made at

the films

A more controlled

different

dissemination

and

Taped back -

more r ealisti

is $J5 a film.

The cost

job

about the functions

Twenty more are in the process

of N. D. E.A.

ment is now being

is felt

aptitudes

of the occupation

enthusiasticly

was

minute l ength were made of

them excel l ent , J7 good , and 1 fair.

14 4 rated

erased

both audio and visual

added to the sound to make it

presentation.

th e request

required,

that

of fi l ms.

Infor mation was gathered

and di sadvantages

gro und noises

information

Twenty fi l ms of four

the training

advantages

in dividual

in the amount of information

by Laramor e (1 968 ) using

pres entations
people

, the fil m group was very clo se behind ,

and
experi -

Sound can be
age groups .

than either

written

This
or

tap ed material.
Written
actu a lly

interpretations

done on the job .

job workers

themselves.

the interview

was tape

do not give a r eliable
They could learn
Job interview

recorded,

di ssemination

.

box machines

for dissemination

this

type of r ecorded
Teaching

much accuracy
years,

They can also

interview

occupational

used for occupational

records

Some publishing
available

trends . It

and placed
companies

in juke -

have made

.

is impossib l e to predict

exact ly what the world of work wi ll

but we can get a good idea

the

have even been tried , where

and the tapes

.

of what is

more from interviewing

tapes

be made into

picture

of what it

will

with

be in ten or twenty
be by lookin g at the
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trends,

the factors

basicly

two typ es of trends

is

the long-term

that

trends

produce

or influence

that

influence

these

changes .

There are

the wor l d of work.

The first

and the second is the short-term

trends.

The main factors
which influence
l ong term progress are
technological
progress,
invention , and discovery . New dis coveries
or inv entions may create new markets , new industries
,
and on the other hand eliminate
the ne eds for others . Look
at the new avenues that were opened up with the advent of
television
and space exploration . Another big area is the
i mprovements and refinements
wl1ich have come about through
t echnolog ical progress . Old methods are giving way to newer
and be tter means.
(Moffatt and Ri ch , 1957, p. 270)
Short - term trends
significance
as wars;

calamities

(I saacson,

period

often

1966).

of military
causing

These include

, such as earthquakes

surpluses

These are only temporary
some extreme
services
shortages

impact,

wars ordinarily

clo sely

related

to the war efforts

and may not l ast

and therefore

changes .

of l ess
such things

, epidemics,

nature ; f ads , seasona l variation

to this

dieted

.

such as st rik es , material

ca n produce

the expansion
spectrum,

; natura l disaster
of this

economic pressures

this

in nature

than the lo ng ra nge influences

fir e , and things

oth ers

are transitory

, and other
or shortag e s and

chang es , but during

Take war for example ,

draws men from the entire

employment

of work ers in many fi eld s .
r equ ire
.

rapid

expansion

This tyPe of trend

for very lon g , but may cause

In add ition

in industries
cannot be pre -

some tr emendous

chan ges in the wor ld of work for a limi ted amount of time .
Occupa t ion al Infor mation File
In ord er for youth
sary for
ction

to make sound occup a tional

th em to ga i n maturit y through

in a wide variety

of occupations

~pon the pur pose and group for ~1ich

a knowledge
.

cho ices

is neces -

of background

These materials

th e material

it

inform -

used will

is i ntended .

depend

Needs
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and age should be tak en into
men t,

school

knowledg e concerning
tions

inform ation
the world

and relationships

and satisfaction
should

center

students

materials.

being

of their

the

of two types.

satisfaction

job entails,

as the Dictionary
book and/or

be used as a filing
broad
will

general
contain

coverage

titl

es .

This information

qualifications

senior

have more comprehensive

races

gained

should be

and ethnic

groups

or effects

the
the

iH this

1965).

in the school

Titles

literature,

of many occupations.
, articles,

need to be filed

library

is basic -

reference

, the Occupations

and Vocational

other

concerns

from the job,

be included

is a good qualitative

pamphlets , brochures

infor mation which will

es and interests

in the file

of Career

system for

high materials

information

should

needed

of Occup ational

Encyc lopedia

they use,

while

and the changes

way of life

to be included

The first

all

of

pot ent ials.

The occup ationa l information
ally

bound should

(Demos and Grant,

Types of information

Junior
abi liti

expansion

skills

requirements,

and encourage

have on the person's

of information

work.

.

on the contribu -

of workers,

type of occupational

of personal

of demands that

job will
type

picture

around

emphasis

between

job and college

to the best

A true

their

and occupational

to stimu lat e the aspirations
to develop

kinds

through

The goa l of this

of the students

of work , with

around the relationships
choices

as educationa l attain

would be built

of different

they find

and educational

kinds

as well

and the socia l and economic backgrounds
Elementary

high

consideration

book such

Outlook Hand-

Guidance .

These can

and can be us ed as a
The remainder
booklets

systematically

of the library

and other
according

types

of

to jo b

the na tu re of the work perform ed , the

·t ·
r equired , the con d i-ions

o f wor k , and the returns

to the

-
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worker.

This information

formulating

knowledge

The counselor

will

and maintaining
occupational

be indirectly

this

This library

'trade

of the requirements

library,

counseling

educational

can be of tremendous

(Isaacson

and of course

information

vocational

,

arrived

at .

or free

This is usually

bein g presented.
into

th eir

rated

a great

deal

library,

but also

Such information

in

an

the student

,

as entrance
and

on to further

(1959) in which counselors

literature

area .

.

Counselors

because

facts

available

were

were

do not use r ela -

they are not highly

they are biased

They are written

occupational

most generally

materials

because

appraised

schools , many interesting

the materials

not found to be the most usable

fic ial .

of building

from col l eges , universities

help in guiding

in their

of all,

tiv ely inexpensive

success .

1966).

literature

First

use it

in

housing , fees , scholarships,

In a study by Kuntz and Jetton
the occupational

for

in charge

will

schools.

of specialization,

so on, can be of tremendous
education

if not directly

containing

areas

and conditions

not only be a vocational

schools , and other

requirements,

to the student

.

should

library

help

bene -

in the type of material

most generally

to solicit

However, occupational

young people

pa mphl ets were

high in use and usefulness.
The Dictionary

use is
materials

concerned,

of Occupational
but forty - seventh

which they felt

were either

Occupatio na l Handbook, Occupational
and professional

association

sourc e s ar e life

insurance

and agencies

, and e~ployment

materials

Titles

was rated

in relation
useful

first

to usefulness
or extremely

.

Other additional

bulletins

.

.

as

Other

useful

Pamphlets , Life Adiustment

compG.ny mattff · ..-,ls , educational
office

as far

are the
Booklets ,

reference
institutions
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Career

novel.

Another

type of occupational

recommended for young people

ages el even to sixteen

novel,

This has been referred

tion,1'

They consist

novels.
sis

to as "su gar coated

of occupational

is made on judging

each individual

There are two good publishers
Mead, and company , and Julian
must have achieved
the book.
story.
well,

for

is called

the career

occupational

informa-

interwo ven in fictional
and special

book separately

(Splav er ,

Messner Inc.

type of material:

occupation

information

empha-

195J),

the Dodd,

In the Dodd series

in the particular

this

which is

and mediocre,

this

experienced

seem to like

th e auth or

written

about

is interwoven

type of occupational

in

in the

information

very

much more so than the boys,
Monographs.

pation
are

success

This personally

Girls

information

are good , bad,

These materials

information

There are occupationa

from almost

special

all

aspects

occupationa

that

l studies

l monographs which study

deals

with

which contain

Monographs then have the advantage

well

picture

selee

the trouble

tion

of piecing

from several

usually

sources .

put out by government

Science
Briefs,

of the occupation

Research

youngsters

(Baer and Roeber,

for

account

a more complete,

the counselor
concerning

or coun-

the informa-

are more fragmented

and are

junior

the Junior

high school

and narrative

Occupational

students,

materials,

which

which gave

the type of work in the occupations

described

1964).

Reviews and other
more brief

studies

has published

for

information

a feeling

fragments

of the

agencies .

Association

a monograph intended

combined essential

Special

of giving

and saves

together

and there

only a few aspects

occupation.
rounded

the occupation,

an occu-

sources .

of a large

Genera l occupational

nunber

of occupations

reviews
all

give a

in a single
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volu me.

They touch

ar e especially

helpful

where the pupils
gaining

a littl

specific

for

Actual

teresting,

it

excellent

started

about

in great

is that

biographies.

and junior

These

high schoo ls,

need to view the world of work from a broad prospective,

occupations

Another

of severa l occupations.

use in elem en tary

e information

of information

getting

on the high points

detail.

of occupations,

to occupational

illustrations

of problems
in their

information

tYPe

is through

faced by individuals

careers.

pictures

are repr esen ted by very successful

studying

very quickly.

approach

many distorted

before

The maj or problem with this

becomes outdated

and advancing

but also

a lot

in

These can be very in-

are presented

individuals

in their

because

they

chosen occupa-

tions.
Other
visual

sourc es of information

materials.

are films,

They can be excellent

and pres ent a realistic

picture

charts,

and other

if they are properly

of the occupation

audio produced,

(Baer and Roeber , 1964 ).

Sel ect io n of materials
It will
pational

be of great

literatur

Most materials
prepare

it

counselor

on a local

basis

e.

materials

See Appendix

the

each material
an important

and group th em according

printed

because

material

E for material

style , content,

measure

basis,

it

for

costs

too much to

The problem of the

the file,

but selecting

age l evels

structure

The number of familiar
of the r eadabi lity,

are now

sel ect ion crit era .

for different
sentence

of occu-

to his needs.

from the many tYPes and sourc es that

of materials

printed.

to know the kinds

(Baer and Roeber , 196 4 ).

now is not finding

Readability
studying

e avai lable,
are of a national

th e appropriate
availabl

help to a counselor

consists

, and vocabulary
and unfa miliar

along with

of
lev el of
words is

th e number of
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:lifficult

words compared to the tota l number of written

only yard - sticks

and cannot

the int er r el ationships
~aterials

that

for

the counseling

tion

at a proper

occupational

process,

timing

res earch

project

t ur e from twenty- fo ur diff erent

as difficult.

."

r eading

air e was answered
usefulness
items

category,

in their

five

thirty-

picture

materia l s .
and fill

es published

of th e mater i al s

two percent

ranked
and

were fo und to be r eadab l e

materials

, that

of opportunities,

are biased
and working

1965).
In a survey by Reil l ey (1969) a question-

ed out by school

occupational

coun se l ors to determine

information

.

were the Occupational

·rol umes I and II of the Diction ary of Occupational
Opportuniti

of li te r a -

were list ed as "dull"

percent

give an accurate

literature

typ e materials

found two-thirds

interest

of certain

cons ent the cou nse lor

seventy - ei ght pieces

special

(Demos and Grant,

Highly rated

of the cli ent in

a prob l em, but one must beware of r ecruit -

, and other

and do not usually

is int eg r ated

l eve l.

Not only is readability
advertizing

in selecting

of occupatio na l infor ma-

u s in g booklet

sources,

Only about

at th e "digest " magazine

information

mutual

Al most the same proportions

''mil dl y interesting

or

e is depe nd ent upon

(J) the part icipation

and Reed (1950) in critiqueing

ranked in the very difficult

expressed

infor mat ion (Di ene r and KocZkowski , 1960).

1nd clien t acqui r e th e desired

wndi tions

literatur

(2) introduction

sequence,

These are

c age l eve l intended .

pl an dec i s io n , and (4) through

In a literature

the ideas

This is important

(1) how th e occupational

:

into

ing,

about

are readabl e at the specifi

four major factors

3r ayfield

anything

among the id eas .

Read in g interest

the reading

tell

words.

by th e New York Life

the

The four most popula r
Out l ook Handbook ,
Titl es , and Car ee r

Insurance

Company.
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The most useful

items

Occupation al Exploration
tional

Briefs

were the Occupationa l Outlook

Kit,

published

the Care er Info rmation

by the Science

Outlo ok Handbook seemed the best
Other

materials

The Associates

used a great

great

deal by those
according

dea l more than occupational

more popular
most often

than

state,

in individua

dissemination

materials

local,

infor mation .

l i nterviews

.

by the use of libr ary materials.

The next

career

was used a

Nat i ona l sources

materials

The l east

The

avai l ab l e to only

to th e quest ion aire

and other

.

,

who had it.

was in cl ass room group sessions

the u se of special

for guidance :

and Vocationa l Guidance while

information

Occupat ional

the Americ an Trade School Directory

was used a great

Educational

.

r eference.

monographs , and the Armed Forces

of Careers

a f ew schools

Resea rch Associates
around

the

Kit , and the Occupa -

deal by counselors

Sound Filmstrips,

the Car ee r Research
Encyclopedia

all

Handbook,

were

and were presented

most popular

means of

, and the next popular

was

popu l ar means was through

days and presentations

to the en tir e grade

popul ation .
In preparing

to select

keep in mind three
sure

usefulness

relat

ed , (J) there

more useful
c onsiderations
evaluation,
Filing

are
other

should
mainly

materials

things : ''( 1) availability

, (2) cost

than

occupational

of materials

and us efu ln ess of materials

some materials
materials

."

that
(Reilly,

a counselor

counselors

does not in-

are frequ ently
rate

Vocational

not

as being

far

1969, p . 1+41) Oth e r

be cost , loc al needs , and professional

the National

should

Guidance Association

group
.

systems
The best

is well

materials

organized

in the world

today would be us el ess unless

in some kind of a usabl e and understandable

it

system
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where th e materials

can be eas ily

couns elor s , and oth ers,
It

as the school

The materials
int er ests

involved

is adequate
enl arges

the size

and the availability

library,

re gul ar libr a ry standards

whe r e it

for

invol ved ,

a re acqui r ed .
, and edu catio na l

of mat erials.
th e occupational

is accessable

and procedures

of th e fil e .

of school

or mor e materials

and most succ e s sfu l place

'to be in th e school

for

ator

would depend upon the vocational

of the students

The best

l y found by students,

and repl a ced by the administr

needs to be a syst em that

and expandable

us ed , systematical

file

seems

to the stu dents

and

can be used in handlin g the

mat erials.
Kee ping the file
fro nt and discarded
pamphl ets

up to dat e .

Pamphlets

shou l d be dated

and replaced

when fiv e years

ol d .

t he followi ng warning

should be affixed

on th e

For r ecrui tin g

to the front

cov er on

a gummed l abe l.
Thi s docu ment comes from an author or publisher
who would
conceivab ly wish to recruit
stud ents or work ers.
Recruiting
li terature
often says more abo ut the att racti ons of our
occu pation than about the disadvantages
. Ask your couns elor
about the disadvantages
. ( Hoppock and Hoppock , 1960, p . J8J)
If no date,
ch ase date

on it

any mat erials
out of date

copyright

or publication

in the upper l eft

older

date

is given,

hand corner .

If you decide

than fi ve years , put a warning

on it

that

to ke ep
it

may be

(Hoppock and Hoppock, 1960 ).

Many fil e s are not kept up to date , and a lot
atur e is found

in them .

li st by the Guidance
Guidance Association

New materials

I nformation
, li sted

This is an exc el lent

of recruiting

can be ordered

l ite r-

from a recom mended

Revi ew Serv ic e of th e Nat io nal Vocational

in the Vo~~tiona l Guidanc e Qua rt erly .

example of the mater i al l istings
C.

put the pur-

source

and g 2
giving

1

ing system

th e type

An

is foun d in Appendix

of publication

, their
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recommendations

as to its

of the materials

.

us efuln e ss,

the vocabulary

l evel and the price

They are list ed under occupational

headings

to make it

very conveni ent for the reader,
Differe~t

type s of filing

amount of material
of Occupational

and file

systems
it

is

where
a

a

a ccordingly.

dea l as a filing

This system is especially

tr emendous amount of materials

, unless

The Dictionary
system ,

system of the D.O. T. t o code each pie ce of l itera -

very complicated

young students

of the f i l e .

has been used a great

Titles

it

The system woul d de pend upon the

to be fil ed and the users

You may use the coding
ture

syst ems.

good for large

are accumulated,

However ,

system and woul d not be very desirab l e for
they wer e assisted

The S.R . A. Occupational

Filing

Syst em uses

h ead ings and subhead in gs list ed under
are numbered and l et t er ed for

by ol de r i ndividua l s .
seventy

job fi el d

each main heading .

convenience

The se he ad ings

in f i l ing and handling

(Yal e ,

1946) .
The late s t system and one that
system

of th e future,

and studied

a

great

is the Functional

may be the best , most useful

but one that

at pr esen t needs to be r esearc hed

dea l to determ in e its
Occupational

us efu l ness

Classification

Proj ect

new system put out by the F.O.C.P.

us es the principle

ysis .

In thi s system a comparison

betwe en the

tested

and evaluated

materials

.

The best

workers

qualifications

components

int e r ests , t emper aments , physical
trainin

g ti me (Walther
Dis seminati on .

be simplified

filing

for

in the school

setting

(F . O.C. P.) . This
of functional

job requirements

anal -

and the

are used to l ocat e and file

such a comparison

capacities

, working

a re aptitude
conditions

,
, and

, 1960).
The diss eminat io11 · ~ occupation al information

by making the inf or mation

available

in the school

can
libr a ry .

JO
Ruth (1962) questioned
encouraged
type

examining

computer

Develo~ment

student

works directly

I nfo r mation

together

with

occupational
by evaluating

choice.

by Tiederman

feeds

and others

tions

response

to filmstrips

is used for
Another

will

Support

develop

to him .

his

together

with him assists

personality

information

and educational

Information

upon the

maturity " and was

occupational

and

on employment ,

and vocational

is fed into
questions

the system by

, and a typewriter

.

syst em i s the Computer - Assisted

system was designed

educa-

l ead to an appropriate

" vocational

and multiple - choice

develop ed in Pennsy l vania

about his

System was developed

, as well as provide

the interaction

and counselor

the resu l ts fed back by the computer .

, educati onal training,
available

that

Thi s system fosters

underst and his potential

institu

and col l egues and was des i gned

The counse l or working

design ed to help a student

The

(I. S . V. D.) was being

a dia l ogue of information

and interpreting

theori es of Super.

by the

and Extevan .

and can be used by the student

I . B.M. Guidance Counseling

job training

has been developed

of

the computer t o get the informat i on desired .

making,

interest

have developed
l in f ormat i on

in 1965 by Cogswell

Corporation

The student

tion , training,

of occupationa

l information

in 1968 at Harvard

.

organizations

System for Vocationa l Deci sions

to improve decision

, b e cause of the

One computer i zed sys t em f or di ssemination

and occupationa

Systems

and

f i l es .

and other

for the dissemination

1969).

is wide spread

of such a practice

univ ersities

( Cooley and Humme
l,

developed

even though it

pres en ted in these

large

systems

educational

practice

the validity

of information
Several

this

State

to help ninth

University

Career

Exploration

by I mpelli tere

grade boys with

(C.A. C. E.)

in 1968.

the study

courses

Thi s
in

Jl
vocational

and technical

fields

Thes e systems will
formulating
provoke

do two things ; produce

and appraising

critical

and costly

of present

plans

(1969) also did

in identifyi

that

higher

a more varied

favored

using

grade point

averages

in
and

It is a long

the computer,

on the effects

was noted.

but thought

it

planning

, and dropouts.

classes.

of using
was

They were very

and encouraged

rang e of academic

The comput-

the student

Students

to

generally

should b e used in conjunction

counse l ors.
Employment of Standardized
Psycholo gica l tests

Psychological

Tests

can be used to get a mental

picture

and can be used as a measurement
characteristics,
of standard
et al .,
ized

individuals,

when computer

ng ov er and under achievers

explore

with

procedures

practices.

study

a

and came up with the results

er predicted

for

guidance

' compared to couns el or help no bi g difference
close

better

of development .

Cooley and Hummel
computers

occupational

analysis

process

.

stimuli

items)

and describe

situations

.

are

scored

"Tests

are collections

according

system , which allows

person ,

a

him and his

used to evoke responses

and classification

."

(Berdie ,
to a standard -

for proper

inter -

.

These tests
discussed

(test

future

1963, p . 78) These responses

response

pr e tation

and predict

to assess

of

are divided

separately

.

into

several

categories

, which will

They are as follow s : achievement

inter est , and personality

.

Tests

present

time are more efficient

because

of the compl ex ity

of abl lity
than t e

and difficulty

~3

, aptitude

be
,

and achievem ent at the
of int erest

and personality

of making observations

of this

,
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typ e ,

Tests

adherents

expect

particular
tool,

in general

will

th at many of their

enthusiastic

them to , but if kept in the realm of their

purposes , they

can be useful.

but the administrator

background

not do all

of information

l imited

They are a valuable

, scores , and interpreter

counsel in g

need an extensive

to use them intelligently

and profitably

(Tyler , 1961).
A test is useful for counseling
purposes
a considerable
amount of evidence as to just
istic
it is measuring, and if the counselor
clear,
unambiguous terms what the significance
dual ' s score is in relation
to various life
(Tyler, 1961, p, 107)
Advantages

and disadvantages

Some of the advantages
tests

are easier

personal
other

for

observations

than other

enable

et al.,

helpful
should

made by the use of

Tests

by other

complicated

than training

are more efficient,

methods of observation.

may be a substitute

away from failure

is only one aspect
are made .

in helping
be directed
.

for

more reliable

of pupils,

their

future

for painful

and other

painful

of a complicat ed process

Students

should

not substitute

and reasonin g , but as an aid to his thinking.

to consider

The

"These standard

the achievement

and to predict

means.

to describe

behavior."

1963, p . 80)

a person

decisions
thinking

use is less

traits,

Test information

ever , it

obs erv at ions

than observations

us to assess

psychological

guiding

test

of observation.

and l ess biased

(Berdie

are that

to communicate

training

types

their

only if there is
what charactercan state in
of an individecisions .

him cl arify

alternatives

, and in "r ubbing

If this

purpose

experience
experiences

is to be achieved

that

.

How-

by which vocational
tests

for
Tests

toward which his

oui." areas

by

their

o,m

are most
thinking

are not profitable

the person himself

must
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take

an active

role

Disadvantages

of tests

is not a matter

ward a better,
toward

the tests,

with direction

from the

(Tyl er , 1961) .

counselor

It

in choosing

this

of interpreting

more complete

Tests

from improper

a score,

understanding

self - understanding

Many counselors

accuracy

come mostly

ented

be oriented

of the self .

than other

are considered,

to-

They are a means

answer by themse lv es .

rath er than being

are general ly more expensive
and usefulness

but should

but not the complete

become test-ori

use of them.

pupil - oriented

.

means, but when

they are well

worth it.

The chief danger in using tests is that tests and test
scores easily
can become the center of attention
, displacing
the individu a l with whom we should be concern ed . A test score
someaccrues a reality
of its own. Counselors and teachers
times use tests
not much differently
than fortune-tellers
use cards or tea-leaf
read ers use teacups . (Berdie et al. ,
1963, p. 78)
Int elli gence tests
specific

classifications

person,

isolating

it 'will

for

int egrity
emphasized
Selection

be very detrimenta
he is

separated

l to a

from the major ity

of their

serve

the students

own intellectual

competencies

1966) . Tests

li mitations

or subvert

should

of the
their

and personal

not be over -

.

of tests

th e testing

program.

in which a year

school

honorably

(MacDonald and Clements,

There are two areas

evaluate

that

individu als under

need to be made as to the moral value

ideas , and their

because

used to cat egorize

This can often

Judgements

and whether

respect

.

him to the point

of his peers.
test

are often

testing

The first

by year

the progress

of consideration

testing

one must consider

is the school ' s standard
procedure

of each student .

programs .

that

The other

area

is set

testing

up in the school

See Appendix D for
is having

in
program ,
to

examples

a se l ect group of

of
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tests

on hand to help
The next

the purpose

area

the test

the reliability,

scores

of any test

information

'other

that

future

Is there

results

(Tyler,

the length

if there

of the test,

Does it

The

background

measure what you

compare favor ably with
Do the scores

as sho,m in follow-ups
or basis

(pr edictive

in accordance

The most important

to hav e a clear

required,

data.

(concurr ent validity)?

reasoning

test

validwith the

concept

is valid-

conc ept of what the test

measu res

1961).

Reliability
measure

the

chance

errors

should

be considered

same thing

every time?

affecting

th e scores?

caus e even with the most r eliable
in the indivi dua l's

test

in t es t selection.
Is it

consistent?

tests

which provides

Does the test
Is it

These questions

free

from

ar e important

be-

some variation

can be expected

performance,

Norms are bas ed on a standardization
a standard

sample or sp e cified

of refer en ce for

the evaluation

group

of the indivi-

du al.

Therefor e it

is very important

to check the stand ard ization

lation

to see if

is characteristic

of the individual

it

If one is comparin g a junior
collected
false

on college

high school

student

fresh men the comparison

client

popu -

conc erned.

with normativ e data

will

not be l egitimate

and

id ea s may be conceiv ed .
program should be ada p-; ,·d to that

Any te s ting
school

to them.

the age

is sufficient

Do the results

validity)?

It is necessary

of int erest

in the tYPe of test

to pr edict.

devices

a theoretical

(construct

ity.

are able

outcomes,

areas

and the standardization

can only be useful
scores

special
take

be used for,
validity,

measuring

well

ity)?

will

should

to (cont ent validity)?

reliable

predict

eva lu ate

of selection

level,

want it

students

district

.

This

should be a lon gitud inal

particular

school

plan and includ e

or
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kindergarten

through

throu gh procedures
ever

possible.

physical

twelv e , be well

employed .

the teaching

philosop hy , state

should be u sed where -

staff,

r equi r ements,

such a program

with good follow

and immed iate

and counseling

and local

in developing

organized

Multi -pur pose tests

Keep in mind the society

plant,

students

grade

community , the

the administrator

's

and the progr ess ion of the

(Berd i e et al,,

1963 ),

Achieve ment tests
Achi evement meas ures
l edge ,

This is very i mportant

of students.
diction

pupil 's previously

According

of fu ture

progression

et al.

is past

of achievement

b e a tr emendous asset

in assessing

to Berdie

behavior

ac quir ed ski ll s and know-

scores

the present

(19 63 , p. 46) "The best

behavior."
through

to a student

and future

This being

the public

in choosing

true

school

his future

goals
pr e-

a good

grades

would

occup ationa l

goals.
are sy~bo l s used for

Te st scores
i mportant

onl y to the extent

that

lyin g behavior

which the score

one in dividual

to others

t ests

he is

background

considerin

g?

the same age .

For a comprehensive

sufficient

selecting

of eac h test

contained

therein

ha ve b ee n cho sen b e cause

.

the under-

in mi nd , achievement

questions.

Is the client's

the specia liz ed training

strengths

and weaknesses
tests

program

(Tyl er,

1961)?

see the Mental

(1 938 , 40 , 53, 59, 61 , 65),

a test , cou nse lo rs should

compl ete d etails
whi ch are

for

li st of achievement

Measur ements Yearbook by Bures

and are

They are a means of compar ing

With this

the following

What are his

purposes,

they are used to understand

repr ese nts.

a r e helpfu l in answering

educational

communication

Before

ch e ck one of th ese volumes for

and comm._nt s from different

authori ti es

The follo ,.:j_ng li st of achievoment

of the reliability

, validity,

normative

tests
data

and
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age l evel .

All can b e us ed for the junior

of the better

high school

l evel and are some

tests .

Iow a Test of Educational
S. R. A. i n 1952 -- for grades

Development
9-1 2 , contains

sur es educat io na l development
40 minutes -- validity,

(ITED).

This was published

a battery

of nine tests -- mea-

of each student --t esting

,50 to .60 with

composit e--nor ms, 500 , 000 students

college

by

time , 7 hours and

grades --r eliabili

from 225 schools

ty , . 95

in 49 states--a

well

develop ed battery.
California
California
level

Achievement

Testing

grades

Test

Bureau in 1957--five

7-9--tests

achievement

lan guage , and reading--time,
reli ability

range,

The Sequential

students

validity

junior

skills

Progress

Service

is designed

from grades

in Arithmetic
around

on 341 schools

(STEP).

. 60-in 48

This test

was

l evels , 3A

to give longitudinal

data

,

given.

in 1957--four

4-14--time,

high

study for

one hour and 45 minutes--

available--norrns

based on 1,000

per grade in a minimum of 50 schools.

Corporation

involv ed in reading,
4 hours,

Testing

or reliability

Iowa Test of Basic
Mifflin

standardized

of Educational

7-9--It

al interpretation

very little

in fundamental

age norms , and percentiles

publi shed by the Educational

individu

including

by the

110 to 180 minutes--validity,

Tests

grades

This was published
levels

183 to ,98--norms,

stat es --gr ade placement,

and 3B are for

(CAT).

Skills

(ITBS) .

in 1955, for grades

A test

published

3-9 -- measures

by Houghton

crucial

work study , lan guage , and arithmetic--test

39 minutes -- validity

, good predictive

ran ge . 84 to , 98- - norms , standardized

validity-

on 74,174 pupils

ski lls
time ,

-r eliability

,

in 213 schools

in 46 sta tes.
Metropolit

an Achievement

Test

(MAT).

This was published

by Harcourt ,
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Brace and World , Inc.

1-4 hours

series--time,

in 49 states

depending

Achievement

Test

Brace and World,

out st r engths

utes

and 35 minutes

to J hours

validity

standardized

tests

use words meaningfully
on verbal

learning.

which test

.

based

batte r y . 76 to . 9J--norms

in 363 sch ools

Scholastic
goals

effectivG,

for

student

f uture

academic

growth patterns

he will

in JS states

.

about

succeed

tests

progress

tests

.

in

tasks

typitests

All of these

to think
concepts

and course

mathematical

quantitatively
(Berdie

are an exce ll ent source

to give a clear
work .

It

change in academic

, work

et al .,

1963) .

for helping

one shou ld strive

progress

and

a l ot of emphasis

a l so contain

shou l d be used throughout

to affect

to succeed

in academic

words , they place

out mathematical

in order

the coun -

on the pupil ' s abi lit y to understand

the amount of education
tests

direct

abi li ties

scholastic

the student ' s ability

goals

t he counselor

There are many good psychological

Many aptitude

aptitude

these

of the

to help

In other

with numbers and reason

set

of students -- time , 80 min-

, intermediate

or how well

ten d to plac e emphasis

items,

1-9--m easu r ement of

on the l eve l--v alidity,

j udgement as to their

help to ma ke inferences

tests

depending

are designed

found in most schoo l s .

that

grades

by

tests

academically

cally

from 229 schoo l s

This t est was published

and weaknesses

students

in making proper

school

lit t l e has been

500 , 000 pupils

(SAT) .

--r eliability

on 460,000

Aptitude
selee

genera l achievement

on l eve l-- va lidity,

In c . in 1953--for

growt h to bring

Aptitude

3- 9--a

.

Stanford

on context

grades

. 85 or higher--norms,

don e-- reliability,

Harcourt,

in 1959--for

for.

the academic

to

To be
process

report , and help pl an

is possible
success

for motivation
(Berdie

et a l.,

and
1963 ).

JS
Here is
information

a

selected

and lists

list

of tests

of other

tests

for

junior

available

high use , for further
see Buros ' s Mental

Measur ement Yearbooks .
Lorg e -Thor ndike Intelligence
Mifflin

Company in 1954- - for

or ability

Tests .

grades

to work with ideas

published

K- 12- -measures

and relationships

61 minutes - -va l idity , concurrent
' . 86 to . 94- - norms , based

A test

by Houghton

abstract

i nte l ligence

among ideas -- testing

time

from . 60 to . 67-- re l iabi l ity , range

on 136 , 000 children

in 44 communities

and 22

states.
American Council
This test
aptitude

was published

in 1953 -- for

junior

ship s , lo gical

(ACE).

grad e s 9- 12- - genera l scholastic

Test of Mental Maturity

from . 58 to . 82- -

(CTMM)
. This includes

forms publish ed in 1957 by Cal ifornia

including

l Examination

.95 to . 97 .

from

California

Psychologica

55 to 60 minutes- - validity,

test--time,

reliability,

short

on Education

high , grade
reasoning,

7-9--five

numerical

Testing

and

Bureau- - six l eve l s

scores : memory, spati al , relatio
reasoning

and verbal

int elli gence test--t~sting

time from 48 to 92 minutes

level - - va lidity

tests,

with other

full

n-

concepts--general

depending

. 75 to . 86--reliability,

on the

. 90 to . 96--

norms , on a larg e sample.
Cooperative

School and College

Educatio na l Testing
for

junior

validity,
biased

Test

Servic e in 1957--for

hi gh school- - scholastic

(SCAT).
grades

aptitude

ran ge fro m . 40 to . 60-- r el iability
because

4-14 , lev els III

test- - testin
, cl uster

Abili_iz.

Company in 1961- -four

g time 70 minutes - -

around

. 95-- norms ,

This was publish ed by

lev els , one being

by

and IV

of poor sample .

Henmon- Nelson Test of Men tal
Houghton Mifflin

This was published

6- 9-- scores

39
given in percentile

, mental

. 70 to . 90--r eli abi lity
r epresentat

age and I . Q.-- time,

, . 90-- norms , rand oml y selected

mental

with good

ion.

Kuhl man-Anderson Int ell igence
Personnel

JO minutes--validity,

Test .

This t est was publish ed by the

Press , Inc , in 1960 -- book l et G is for

development

and int el li gence for

junior

hi gh-- measures

gr ades K-1 2-- time,

r elia bi li ty , . 88 to , 95-- norms , derived

from 15,000

45 minut es --

students

divided

by

chro nolo gica l age.
Kuhl man- Finch Inte lli gence Test .
Guidance Service,
time,

Inc.

in 1957 --for

45 minutes -- re lia b ility,

scores

A test

grades

publish ed by th e American

1-12--general

.86 to , 92--validity

intelli

gen ce--

, in cr eases wit h age --

giv en in ~enta l age , I.Q . and pe rc ent il e .
Otis Quick-Scoring

l ished

Mental Abilities

by Harcourt , Bra ce and World,

college,

Test,

Inc.

in 1954--for

Beta is for gr ade s 4-9 -- s cholas tic

JO minutes--val

aptitude

idity , means from , 50 to . 61- - reliabi

St an ford- Binet
HoughtonMifflin

Anoth er f ine test

Intelligence

Test .

This test

grades
test--t

pub -

1 through
esting

tim e ,

li ty , , 88 to , 91 ,
was publish ed by

Company 1960- -f or ages 2-1 8--in div idu al intelligence

t est -- time , JO to 40 minutes --vali
,9 8--n orms , based

on

a

dit y , ,40 to .75--r eliability

wid e national

Wechsl er Intelligence

Scale

, . SJ to

sampl e .

for Children

publish ed by the Psycho lo gica l Corporation

(WISC).

This test

was

-- age range 5-1 5-- individua l

int el li gence test -- time , from 40 to 60 minutes- - va lidi ty , . 60 to , 90-reli ability

, ,92 to , 94-- norms,

good representative

sample in all

age

groups .
Multipl e abiliti
Diff erential

es tests
Apt itude

Test

(DAT).

One of th e l ast

t ests

published

40
by the Psychological
tests

: verbal

relations,

Corporation

reasoning,

mechanical

in 1959-- for

grades

reasoning,

abstract

numerical

r eason i ng , clerical

and sentence -- for educat ional
4 to 5 hours--validity

. 80 1 s and l ow , 90 ' s-- norms , good sampl e in all
Fl anagan Apt it ude Classification
by S . R. A. in 1957--for
designed

grades

to help predict

Test

success

in particul

--ti me, 7 hours--v alidity,

of oc cupations

in th e

age l eve ls.
This was publi shed

of nineteen
ar tasks

students

aptitude

r equired

good predictive

r el i abi l ity , ,52 to , 91--nor ms, 11,000

tim e ,

--r eli ab ility,

(FACT).

9-1 2--co nsists

space

spelling,

counse l ing -- testing

validity

sub -

reasoning,

speed and accuracy,

and vocational

, good predictive

8-1 2-- eight

tests

by a number

validity

f r om 17 schools

-in 11

states.
Holging er -Crowd er Unifactor
Brace,
activiti

and World , Inc.
es --important

r eli ability
ir.suffici

in 1955 -- grades
in predicting

, .76 to , 96- -v alidity
ent information

Multiple

Aptitude

ur.derstand

Tests .

his aptitudes

tc , 95--validity,

Personality

academic

by Harcourt,

four

types

of mental

success -- time , 45 minutes --

, high concurrent

validity

-- norms ,

It was published

7-1 3- - nine

sub - tests

data

by the California
designed

Testing

to help a person

and 55 minutes --r eli abi l ity , ,91

in the manuel -- norms , based

on 11,0 04

in 8 regions.

tests

The concept
de not agree

published

7-12- - measures

-- time , 2 hours

extensive

in 64 schools

A test

is given .

B~reau in 195 5--f or grades

stud ents

Test .

of personality

helps

to understand

behavior .

on the names and l abe l s used to desc ri be these

Scme of the words applied
Emotio nal ity,

Counselors

concepts .

ar e :
sociability

, emoti onal maturity

, personal

41
adjustment,
stability
, interpersonal
relationship,
feelings
of inferiority,
self -c onfidence , emotiona l control,
introvert
and extrovert , conforming tendencies,
and psychopathic
behavior.
(Berdie et al., 1963, p. 156)
Per sona lity
client's

tests

can be very helpful

occupational

(Tyler,

1961).

from?

prospects,

the occupation
According

major share
different

to Goldschmid
personality

from those

in other

the

he is suffering
coincide

he is considering?
p. 307),

students

patterns

within

a particular

which are significantly

major fields,

personality

that

characteristics

characteristics

The conclusion

are indeed

he drew was,

associated

with educa-

choices."

There are only a limited
used for

junior

advanced

ninth

Consulting

high school
graders .

California

number of personality
students,

Psychological

inventory--time,

reliability,

can be

(CPI).

information.

This was published

in 1956--for

by

age 13 and older--

40 to 60 minutes--validity,

.25 to .50--

,3 8 to . 87--norms , sample of over 6 , 000 members of both sexes.

The Minnesota
Psychological

Couns eling

Corporation

or above reading

Inv ento ry (MCI),

in 1957--for

level--adapted

grades

relia bility,

. 56 to

.9 3--norms,

A test
9-12,

for ninth

inv entory --ti me, about 50 minutes--validity,

mid-west

that

check Buras for further

Inventory

Press , Inc.

tests

and most of them would be for

Here again,

Psychologist

personality

grade

handicap

of personality

(1967,

certain

"That particular
tio nal

pattern

or training

in appraising

and can help answer two major questions

Does he have a personality

Does the client's

with

and useful

published

or anyone with eighth

grade use--personality

significant

5,440

students

(MPCL).

'1.'
his

by the

at the

from 25 schools

.01 level-in two

states.

Mooney Problem Check List
Psychological

Corporation

in 195 0-- special

test

was published

form for

junior

by the

high--has

a
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list

of problems

from which students

time,

20 to 40 minutes -- reli abi lity

local

norms .
Thematic

Harvard
jectiv

Annerce ption

University

Press

e personality

test-

test--time

Test

check problems

they are havin g--

, , 90 to , 98--norms , need to develop

(TAT).

A projective

t est published

in 194J -- fo r age 4 to adu l t -- individua
- no reliabi

li ty or validity

on this

limit , from 100 to 120 minutes -- experienced

by

l pro -

type of

testers

and sco r ers

required,
SRA Youth Inventory
levels

.

7-12 - -p ersona l ity

A good test

publish ed by S.R . A. in 1960 --

probl ems checklist

validity,

. JO to ,95--relia

bi lity,

2500 high

school

junior

and 4,000

-- testing

time,

40 mi nutes --

,75 to . 94-- norms , standardized
high school

students

on

wel l distributed

geogr aphica lly ,
Int erest

tests

Int erest

is determined

by what a person would like

becaus e he has the ability
it.

Int erest
in past

inferenc

es between

and women already

choices .

Just

to do a job doesn ' t mean he is going to like

can be determined

success

to do .

by observation

Inter est

the individual

inv ent ories
' s inter ests

successfu l in different

of past

free

choic es , and

pro vide scores

which draw

and the interests

of men

occupations

(Berdi e et al.,

1963) ,
In a r ecent

study by Cooley (1967),

the followin g facts

were pres ented ,

There was a high corre l ation

i t ies

grade

and twelth

correlated

inter ests .

with twe l th grade

pl ans were as good a predictor
ninth

grade

int erest

scales .

interest

Ninth grade
sca l es ,

of twelth
One fourth

grade

between

ninth

inter ests
Ninth
career

of int erest
grade

were highly

grade stated
plans

of the variation

abi l-

career

as were the
in twe l th grade
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interests

could be explained

These results
f easible

indicate

, and that

by ninth
that

the results

and Hagenah (1 955) concluded
patterns.

By the

paratively

stable,

Tests

students

of the other

Kuder Preference

pared

girls

junior

Darley

development
patterns

in interest
are com-

across

in that

graders

they

and extreme-

are included

in the

with the low est age level

A useful

test

published

occupational
, based

by S.R . A. in 1956-interest

and

on interest

areas

com-

, .47 to .75--norm s , 3,418 boys

the country.
Interest
Press

can be used for advanced
at the present

of personality

information.

grou ps --r eliability

Psychologist

.48--reliability,

grade is

heavily .

interest

high level

40 to 45 minutes--validity

Stron~ Vocational
Consulting

quite

is an early

Here are a few tests

Record.

to occupational

and 4,466

in the ninth

However, ninth

grade to adult --ai ds in beginning

guidance--time,

test

and old er .

See Buros for further

ninth

there

are simi l ar to tests

age r ange of the tests.
range.

testing

can be weighted
that

scores .

and remain so thereafter.

to high school

l y advanced

interest

age of fift een and sixteen,

of interest

are geared

grade interest

Blank.

This test

in 19J8--separate

junior

tests

high students-

time -- testing
.69 to .88--norms,

time,

was published

by the

for men and women--

- probably

the best

40 minutes--validity,

based on different

interest

.13 to

occupational

groups.
The Strong
but according
great

deal

The results
meaningful.

Test is in question
to Darley

of success,

for

junior

high school

and Hagenah (1 955) , it
for students

has been used,

down to and including

were found to be both consistent

students

on retesting

,

with a

age fourteen.
as well as
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Individual
Individual

and Group Counseling

interviews

Through the counseling

int erv iew the counselor

to l earn rruch from the cli ent .
gained,

and his appearances

However, perceptions
,caps

Interviews

can be studied

lisps,

langua ge usage can also

can piece

be detected

tog ether

und erstand ing can be

through

direct

observation

to error .

limit ed vocabulary,

Spe ech handi-

Tests

During the interview

and try

to find

.

and unacceptable

by the counselor.

to the observations.

things

self

and judg ements are subject

such as stuttering,

to add accuracy

The client's

has an opportunity

out what it

can be used
the counselor

all

means (Berdie

et al. , 1963),
Only in the interview
who is really
counselor

interested

provides

and depends

can select

tests

in the client,

no threat

and can help him solve
process

can the co~nselor

and encouragement
It
collect

infor mation

give him problems

about

Then the second interview
tion

of the test

that

the sessions

the individual
is used for

in his

his

test

use the first
tests

int erpretation

, helping

and helpint:; him incorporate

style .

In this

to direct

information,
et al.,

intervi

1963),

ew to

to be taken,
and incorpora-

materia ls gathered.

should be more clien t centered

o,m life

provide

goa l (Berdie

and select

with other

b ecome more aware of himself
formation

towards

They

to help them

can ask questions

to exp lore,

many counselors

information

is a cooperative

information

The counselor

as he progresses

it

the ·

of information,

of both he and the counselor.

means of obtaining

has been found that

can see that

He can see that

upon cooperation

thoughts,

as someone

to him, and is a good source

in making the ri ght decisions.
the person's

and the client

his problems.

and other

show himself

Oth ers feel
the cli ent
this

case when information

new inis found
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to be missing , tests
interpretations
subject

may be suggested

to help fill

can be given when necessary

rather

than the one big blast

in the gaps and

to throw further

of interpretations

light

(Berdie

on the
et al .,

1963).
Individual
needed

to help

categories,
'tion

interviewing
the individual

discriminate

or where tests

for

doubts

where there

is

feelings

limitations.
level

no counseling

solution
to face

, al low for reaction

of data

are

test

sufficient

informa -

i n areas

them , and to arrange

(Brammer and Shostrom , 1960).

Counselors

very often

may exceed his ability

of failures

, before

own level , and which is in accordance

run into

leve l.

to such a problem , and it

a series

that

from the cl ient

, and work through

of the tests

whose interest

his

out types

his pr oblems , describe

areas

is deficient

the administration

individual

understand

against

and negative

Counselor

bring

woul d not help , recommend speci f ic tests

where the counselee
about

processes

a student

Very often
is necessary

he reaches

with his

there

is

for the

a choice

capacities

at

(Darley

and Hagenah , 1955).
The counselor ' s function
is not necessarily
to prevent
the pupil from taking a particular
road , but rather to help
the pupi l become aware of more promising alternatives
in case
the road selected
does lead to failure . One of the most
important
jobs of the counselor
is to help the pupil realize
that being unable to meet certain
requirements
does not
necessarily
mean the pupil is a failure ; rather , it may mean
that the pupil has tried one alternative
to learn if it is the
correct
one , and having discovered
that it is not , he has
succeeded in learning
that some other alternative
should be
chosen , (Berdie et al . , 1963, p. 139)
The age of pupil
Some students
after

high

long

period

will

school .

readiness

be ready

early

for

occupational

in life

while

choice
others

Making such an impo ~t ant decision

of time , and the counselor

can only help

varies

greatly

.

will

not be until

extends

over a

the student

to
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evaluate

the present

information

findin g new materials
Test
it

to suppliment

interpretations.

is assumed that

with

seek out relevant
and weak points

occupations,

own personality
und erstanding

between

patt erns that

the counselor

systems,

choice , the counselor

ability,

can predict
is high,

of the individual

a closer

(Darley

of "What shall

cli ent and his needs

comes from analysis

tests.

is

only after

there

important

that

atmosph ere in which the

client's

real

is in this

patterns,

interest

and indivi-

occupational

approximation

and Hagenah,

for

is possible

1955).
or career

information

about

interview,

heir-

is offered,

of performance

questions

exper -

to the counselee.

decisions

has been a preliminary

in

and measured

satisfaction

sources

scores

with his

I do?" involv es education

one of the most reliable

"it

in

in connection

It

an approximate

the type of work in which intrinsic

However,

and undergo

interest

between

decisions,

information

of abilities

If the correlation

When questions

is necessary

and motivations.

archy.

and the choice

interview

can be most valuable

between

test

to become more acquainted

the relationship

Through congruency
dual

of interpreting

need to be contra sted

in order

needs , value

and assist

his pres ent knowledge.

more than one personal

His strong

various

he has obtained,

In the process

helpin g the counselee
ienc es .

that

about

the

on standardized
testing

be made

which creates
and problems

an

can emerge ."

(Tyl er , 1961, p. 127)
Jensen
test

(1 965 , p. 239) gives

results

to individuals.

a good working
itself,

r elationship,"

allowing

communication

time for

between

us five

The first

crucial
point

which involves
reaction

couns elor

to the test
and counselee.

aspects

of interest
understanding
information,

in communicating
is,

'~uildi

the test
and free

The second point

is

ng

concern ed with
tests

he has t aken .

for

this

scores

purpose .
by using

centiles,

the

or acquainting

Both individua
The third

etc .

procedures

interpret

point

The fifth

step

attitudes
atmosphere

integrated

with other

"Whentests
a b etter

However, tests

couns elor

if

this

must b e brought
it

defens es against

during

into

his picture

should

li abilities

(r aw materials)

the

to communicate

.

are

rec eives

is used with interview
rather

terms .

of himself,

than the

interpretations

Also , the informa-

in such a way that
instead

, the results

or not th ey still

the stud en t

of building

shou l d be exp lained
have to adjust

to r eport

they hav e to work with,

this

typ e of information

them , and

his attitudes

(Tyl er , 19 61).

1.

·,:cm

allow

about

to it.

about assets

that

It help s to thin k over t est

cli ent to express

b een communicated

int erpretations

th e individual

a im to form a sound understanding

dispara ging manner .

for

is used

it,

A counselor

attempting

.

the counse l ing process.

nonpsychiatric

the interview

"Whether they know it

is difficult

session

is to be achieved , and the test

i n simple,

into

to the tests

Test data

should be chosen by the client

For th e extreme ly l ow individuals
to them .

reaction

info r mat ion.

than when guidance

purpose

be exp r essed

can incorporate

collected

ana lysis

can be used to exp lor e

of the test

are us ed in vocationa l guidance

objective

alone .

data

, per -

the use of thera -

of the couns eling

of a ll

test

such as quartiles

session

or

can be used

the individual's

and over all

is the int egration

with the test

involves

down the cold mechanica l approach

to break

before

ation

in which the counseling

warm and understanding

tion

i s exp l aining

The fourth

counsele e 's feelings,

should

the student

l and group interviews

point

the meaningful

stanines,

peutic

'The

orientation

and

even though it

in a kindly , non-

results

and t er minolo gy

time and opportunity

the information

that

has
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Group couns eling

int erviews

Group counseling
counseling,

but in many cases

i ndividual
other

has not been accepted

counseling

words,

couns eling

to encourage

, and prepares

them for

for

individuals

this

for

two reasons;

to provide

and to accomplish

more economically

feasible

more time to spend with

the unique

routine

in groups .

type of int ervi ew. In

the people

who really

individual

group counseling

type guidance
This in turn

individual

to seek

group counse li ng should be used to supplement

of experience,

(Wri ght,

tends

as a substitute

tasks

gives

type

which are

the counselor

need individual

help

1963).

Trends

lately

are toward more group activities.

are more compet ent counselors,
and proc edures,

research

better

understanding

and experimentation

Some of the reasons
of group processes

, and larger

school

enrollm ents.
The prof e ssionally
prepared counselor can effective l y
utilize
the group to develop insight
into the individual
himself as well as into the world of work.
In many situations
the group process offers an ideal opportunity
for helping
the student either initiate
or progr es s in his thinking of
1966, p. 383)
care er rel ated topics,
(Isaacson,
In a study by Hoyt (1955) he found group counseling
for

the following

obj e ctives:

(1) increased

ject

did nee d help in care er planning

dual

counseling

tensively,
ch osen .

services,

and (4) increased
Group counseling

demand for help by students
In his

study

that

stud ents .

(3) occupational
knowledge

literature

about

is one answer for
in vocational

in group counseling
He found that

the sub -

, (2) incr eased the use of indiviwas used more ex-

occupations

tentatively

the problem

of increased

guidance.

Hoyt (1955) compared a group of high school

who had participated
counseling

the awareness

to be effective

students

with a group of individual

one group made just

as realistic
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choices

as did the ot her .

us efu l in preparing

He also

cli ents

Group couns eling

for

while

which is effective

are usually
t ionship
ties ,

social

for

in nature

choices.

emphasis

on treatment

Group test
group,

They are that

the test

Group i nstructi
students

that

for

on on t est
for

results

of test

instanc e , this

the rest

.

, some
l reasons

(Tipton , 1969) ,
for the

The langu age of test

basis

a thorough

for decision

Therefore
degree

results

can be illustrated

himself,

, it

und er -

his

making will

is very important

what his test

Group counse l ing can help by presenting

the amount of time involved

to a

consideration.

for practica

to understand

possible

understanding

results

to any individual

out to insure

of his life ,

to the highest

into

performances

can be carried

, for

give this

with emphasis

test

, and that

the counselor

aptitude

to help

with

can be very beneficial

scholastic

facts

for

group guidance,

interpreting

e to all

is attempting

means to him .

with

th e students

When a person

he und erstand

rela -

responsibility

need to be taken

standin g .

that

problems

a permissive

group psychotherapy

are not availabl

Exercises

liv e with him for

type sit -

himse l f and his opportuni-

are not injurious

can b e exp lain ed and descriptions
,

at a time ,

adolescent

and accept

Before

scores

and time saving

and explained

, because
emphasizes

overlaps

interpretations.

int erviews

.

l957),

feed back is a good idea
individual

are very

is more of a social

can evaluate

and with

are a few points

there

It

of action

facts,

(Caplan ,

It

anyway .

Group counseling

on imparting

counseling

adolescents

i n which one individual

group procedures

more than one individual

e basis .

He can choose a course

those

individual

involving

involv es each on a co-ordinat
uation,

found that

basic

score

genera l

, and wi l l cut down r epet ition

in individual

counseling

(Laughary,

and

1961) .
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Combining individual
According
vehicle

and group interviews

to Berdie

of counseling."

Individua

can be used to either
of course,
function,

(1963, p . 175) , "The interview

et al.

l and group interviewing

work together

is having

or to pull

them work together

compli menting

the function

apart.

each fulfil

ing see ms to have an edge over group counseling
value

coverag e , clarity,
while

dissemination

through

of the relationship,

of a lot

of general

group consumption .

The best

system,

proper

Individual

, when it
and test

occupational

Both produce

procedures

l ing its

of the other .

is the

counsel-

comes to warmth ,

interpretation;
information

equa l ly when it

can be

comes to improved

self-knowledge.
In a recent
between
dual,

three

different

and group.

from studying

the results

was significantly

there

was basically

about

the interpretation,

This

also,

to change a self
interview,

chan ge in self

relation
necessary
of others.

ship,

of the three

that

it

as recall

If you studied

indiviobtained

interpretawas concerned,

how the students

relationship

felt

of the individual

than either

seems to take

of the other

more than a test

two.

interpre-

conc ept , but such change does take pl ace during
whether

concept

or not the client

to produce

knows his test

is due to counselor-client

and a second interview

in order

written,

The individual

but as far

more satisfaction

was made

was found in the results
types .

the positive

They found,

a comparison

interpretationsj

difference

no difference.

gave far

second

of test

more complete,

etation

tation
the

types

Very little

tion

interpr

and Gazda (1966),

study by Folds

this

following

test

scores .

interpersonal
interpretation

ch ange in se l f concept

is

and concept
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SUMMARY
AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
Occupatio nal information
early

age and continuing

an occupation
his

needs,

that

is a long term project

on through

will

be satisfactory

he must first

an abundant

individual
his

unless

subjects

needs , int er es ts,

help the individual
introduce
This

guidance
understand

him to the world

and group and individual
is only through
that

the

to make a mature

exercise

himself,

gain a true

occupations

, incorporation
for clarific

co-ordin ated

us e of all

and their

class,

.

most interwhere the
satisfies

then;

concept,

ation

to
and

requir ements.

every method at
a comprehensive

of psychological

tests

,

and understanding.

of thes e methods of under -

al can gain th e background

occupatio na l decision

self

program using

and

abilities,

program has two major goals,

interviews

an individu

a good occupa-

he finds

his

know

and moti-

to see if it

and accentuates

of work,

lit erature

that

playing

This means a good occupations

fil e of occupational

standing

areas

fill

image,

of many occupations

the occupation

can only be done by a co-ordinated

on e 's disposal.

It

into

personality,

The occupational

self

does not insur e a person

it becomes a role

himself

will

and his interests

he has a broad knowledge

point

to choose

To know what his

hav e a good clear

amount of knowl edge in those

From this

at an

for him, and one that

his limitations

However, knowing this

tion al choice

esting.

himself,

and liabilities,

vations.

For a person

know what his ne eds are.

needs are he must understand
his assets

adulthood.

beginning

knowledge necessary
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The occupations
understanding

class

about

is required

the function

therein

the employee ; whereas,

and group interviews
understand

himself

file

are designed

the world of work, different

to perform

has to offer

and information

are for

occupations

into

and what

, and the satisfaction

psychological

in sight

to give

testing

and individual

the individu al,

and the tYPes of characteristics

it

helping

him

he possesses.

Conclusions
A lot

of materia l has been accumulated

program in the junior

high school.

of considerable

weight

be in cluded .

Differences

with procedure
includ ed .
facili

the building

of a significant

prop er areas

portance
their

of the counselor,

working

defined

in this

roles

together

rather

this

a well

with open communication

paper

should

to help in

occupational

program .

in the lives

of present

day

to choose from this
if he does not have

evidences

to channel

One can readily

and administrator

to initiate

and how it

than on what should be

for a student

world of work.

ideas

but most of them have to do

and some supporting

teacher

have expressed

occupations

experience

a few guide li nes to follow
into

of importance

the occupational

be included

have been drawn into

With some 40 , 000 different

can be a very frightening

vary,

up the program,

This is a gigant ic area
students.

what should

of opinion

Many guidelines

tating

Many authorities

concerning

in setting

conc erning

rounded

see the im-

, and especially
program .

him

in

Clearly

are an abso l ute necessity

in this

pro gram .
The program must be student
the self
between

concept
his

centered;

in the individual

o~m abilities

, interests

geared

to the upbuilding

of

, and helpi ng him see the relationships
, and personality

in relationship
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to differ ent occupations.

With th e aid of group and in dividua l tests,

good counseling

teaching,

and bringing

and proper

these

concepts

the task

becomes easie r by focusing

as near to reality

as possible

.

A Model Occupati onal Program
Before

an adequate

and preparation
cons ide ration,

occupational

is requir ed ,
including

program can begin , a lot

Many different

the preparation

facets

books and unbound career

settin

testing

g up an adequate

with a well-outlined
cou nseling

lesson

sessions

indi vidua ls.

draw some of these

is th e best

ideas

books.

source

together

high students,

for

Titles

lets
f ully

group and individual
and growth of the

a broad

and comprehensive

section

of Careers

hi gh school

additional

but may be desired

us e .

reference

because

(1) Junior

wil l be used to

material

.

Guidance

The Dictionary

r eferenc e set for

of its

brochures

( 3) BibliogrRphies

and Vocational

The Occupat io ns Outlook

Occupational

chosen pamphlets,

should be included.

class

to organiz e a model program .

is a very complicated

(2) Other well

for

,

file

junior

Unbound materia ls .
S. R.A.

gives

The Encyclopedia

Handbook may be added for
of OccuQ?tional

r epo rt

materials

the occupations

the understanding

such a program , and this

of the occupational

Reference

planning

into

and education-

information

plan , and arranging

The body of this

outlin e in preparing

Contents

program,

to facilitate

must be taken

of an occupational

al f i le with reference

of planning

completeness
Briefs

.

are published

, articles

and career

junior

by

, and book -

novels

if

care -

chos en can be very useful .
Educ ational

materials

voc ationa l and trade

school

.

Colleg e anc University
bulletins

cata l ogues along with

should be inclu ded .
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Filing

system ,

(1) A filing

in th e schoo l libr ary.
al Filing

results

the growth patterns
junior

Thorndike

grade ,

individual

Th e Stanford

This

grade,

Achievement

grade would be left

children,

the Otis

The Differential

(vocational)

Selective

tests,

Tes t (SAT) and the Lor ge for all

students

open for

small

,

group and

Binet

Mental Abilities

whil e fulfilling

class

the needs

variet y of learning

Scale

or S , R.A. Youth Inv entory , and
Test

shou l d be used as needed .

must al low for individual
of each student ,

The class

making , but rather

of self

or Wechsl er Intelligence

groups

in junior

to increasing

in the wor l d of work.

understanding

and the world
Here is a l ist

development

This will

expe ri ences , and appropriate

age groups.

occ upational

students,

cla~s

The occupations

for all

Test and the Kuder Prefer-

would be requir ed for all
The Stanford

Quick Scoring

to decision

Aptitude

Mooney Problem Check List

The occunaticns

class.

For

schedu l e would be adequate ,

Test would be required

grade ,

ence Record

standing

testing

und erstanding,

testing.

Ninth

motion

l system would be best .

for maximum se lf

the following

Intelligence

Eighth

able

the S . R. A. Occupation -

a K-12 program should be estab li shed so that

can be studied

hi gh grades

Seventh

•

high either

program

For the best

for

(2 ) For junior

is needed and s hould be placed

system or a st r aig ht alphabetica

The testing

the

cabinet

entai l a wide

experience
high should

must be avail not be geared

a broad understanding
This

, and the coordination

together

rates ,

of

with th e pro-

between

se l f under-

of work is the over al l goal of the occupations
of areas

that

should be includ ed in the cl ass :
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(1) a systematic

study

involv ed in differ
tap e recordin

en t occupations

gs , and field

r eview of at l east
tional

of many jobs and job families

file

to increase

self

charact eristics

to l ocal agencies
; ( J ) a usable

one occupation

(4) tests

mater i als;

understanding

guest

speakers

in the community , fil ms, film

trips

and reference

using

,

; ( 2 ) an extensive

knowl edge of the occupa and test

int erpretations

(5) comparison of in dividua l

; and

to job requirements

strips

.

Indivi dual and group counseling
In ord er for the occupational
individual
tion

and group couns eling

of special

absolute

necessity

can be brought
th em.

Self

directed
designat

type

five

periods

if

both

For the se l ec t es ts,

they are an

as individual

through

problems ,

can be made aware of
this

time will

typ e of
need to be

the program is to be successful

.

of th e occupational
to take

occupations
, but
for

three

be spent
unit .

weeks , one cl ass period
in testing,

The unit

could very easily

th e three

This is designed

are to be giv en well
for

of activity

days will

takin g 4 cla ss periods

available

as well

dea l of counseling

is designed

is designed

Testin~ .

of data,

can only be gained

A great

this

the actual

or ten class

etat ion of all

out in the open wher e th e counselee

The first

Here it

Other types

process

This unit

before

.

ins ight .
ed for

need to be available.

an d the interpr

understanding

The sequ en tial
unit

day .

tests,

pro gr am to be successfu l,

itself

the counse lor

will

be extended

one month
take

if

two weeks

so desired .

week unit.
for 5 class

periods

and the Kuder t aking 1 class
in advance

about

per

of the unit,

to make profile

with the D. A. T.
period.

These tests

so that

the scores

sheets .

The profile

will

be

sheets

will

compare the results

ment and intelligent
Test

of the D. A. T. and Kuder,

test

interpretation

interpretation

.

material

students

exploration

grades .

is to be spent

on test

interpretation

request

anytime

Two class

periods

will

,

with individual

in systematic
characteristics

materials

strips,

and coun -

during

with
etc . will

guest

be spent

One cl ass period

briefs,

the unit

and

in acquainting
will

and the other

be spent

on career

guidance .
Four class

study of jobs and job families

be accomplished
agencies,

.

to the world of work .

One occupation.

local

I ndividual

books and occupational

Introduction

will

period

at special

with reference

on reference

film

One class

class

with achieve -

.
Resource

'the

, and final

on a group basis .

se l ing is then provided
after

results

together

job requirements

.

periods

, and integration

Reference

materials,

wil l be used
of personal
fi l ms , tapes ,

be used,
An extensive
during

three

speakers,

review
periods

of at least
using

and reference

one occupation

films , field

materials

.

trips

to
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APPENDIXES
Appendix A
Current

Career

Films

Car eers in construction:
22 minutes, color, rental,
1968, Farm Film
1425 H Street, N.W. Washin gton , D.C., 20005, and Associated
Foundation,
International
Airport,
Builders and Contractors,
P.O. Box 8643 Friendship
work, common labor, welding,
Maryl and 21240. Young workers in electrical
adding machine operating
and brick layin g .
Duke Thomas , Mailman: 15t minutes, color, $170.00, 1967, Churchhill
Films, 622 N. Robertson Blvd. Los Angeles, Calif. 90069, Mail carrier's
duties in an urban area--Junior
and senior high school lev el, recom mended
by National Vocational
Guidance Association
(N.V.G.A.).

1967, Churchhill
Job IntGrview: men, 16 minutes, color, rental,
Films, 622 N, Robertson Blvd. Los Angeles, Calif. 90069, Three filmed
job interviews
to stimulate
thinking about skills
and attitudes
which
employers seek, junior and senior high, highly recommended by N.V.G.A.
1967, Churchhill
Job Interview:
women, 16 minutes, color, rental,
90069, Three filmed
Films, 622 N. Robertson Blvd . Los Angeles, Calif.,
job interviews
to stimulate
thinking about skills
and attitudes
which
empl oyers seek, junior and senior high, highly recommended by N.V.G. A.
1968, producer-Seven For Susie: 13t minutes, $50,00, rental,
Irving Gitlin Production,
Nat ional Easter Seal Society.
Rehabilitation
work er--treatment
given by seven professionals
in a r ehabilitation
center
as observ ed by a young girl.
Ju nior and senior high levels,
useful ratin g , N.V.G.A.
Occupational-Auto
Mechanic : 12 minutes, color, fr ee lo an , 1968,
Modern talkin g Picture Service , Inc., 16 Spear Street,
San Francisco,
94105, Overvi ew on becoming an automobile mechanic.
Junior
Calif,,
and senior hi gh, highly recommended by N.V.G.A.
Cuony, Edward R. 1969. Current

17(3):2 26- 228.

Career

Films.

Vocational

Guidance Quarterly.
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Appendix B
Criterion
Guidelin es for

For Selecting

Occupational

Information

content

The quality
and specificity.of
detail
in occupational
materials
will vary with the intended use of the publication
. For example , a
publication
intended for adults considering
retaining
or additional
training
should include more specific
infor mat ion about earnings and
f ring benefits
than one designed to help students
explore the job wor l d .
The following
is intended not as a schedule for analyzing occupations
but as a check list to insure that a particular
publication
contains
the necessary
inform ation .
Defin ition of the occupation as given in the Dictionary
of Occupational
Titles
or as determined by the U.S. Employment Service.
(The
D. O.T . title
should be included if definitions
are provided by state
employment services,
professional
and trade associations,
unions, licens ing bodies,
or job analysis .)
History and development of the occupation including
its social and
economic relationships.
Nature of the work such as duties performed,
tools or equipment
us ed , relationships
to other occupations , possible
work settings
and
fi el ds of specialization.
Requirements
such as education
and training,
aptitudes,
temp era ments , interests,
physical
capacities,
and working conditions.
Special requirements
such as licensure
or certi fication
impos ed by
law or official
organizations.
Methods of entering
the occupation
such as direct
application,
personal
reference , examination , apprenticeship
. (Expl anation should
be made of the assistance
which may be off ered by unions , employers,
professional
and other organizations,
public or private
emplo yment agen cies, school and college placement offices.)
Opportunities
for experience
and exploration
through summer and
part-time
employment, work study programs, programs of the Armed Forces
or volun tary agencies such as the Peace Corps , youth organizations
and
community services.
Description
of usual lines for advancement or of possibilities
for
tr ansfer to related
occupations
either through senior i ty , experience ,
on-th e-job or in-service
training,
additional
education , and examinations.
Employment outlook as suggested by trends likely to affect employ ment the next five, ten, or twenty years . (Factors affecting
particular
groups such as geographic area , age , sex , race, physical
disabilities,
and the like should be considered,
as well as factors
affecting
outlook
such as supply and demand , retraining
programs, rep l acement needs , automation , and other technological
developments .)
Earnin gs , both beginning and average wage or salary according to
setting,
locality
and other significant
factors
as well as supplementary
incom e and fringe benefits
such as commissions , tips , overtime , bonuses ,
meals , housing , hospitalization
, vacations , in suran ce and retir ement pl ans .
(Related to earnings are costs or deductions
for tools , equipment , unifor ms , supplies , and the li ke .)
Conditions
of work and their implications
for the individual ' s way
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of life,
including
where significant,
daily and weekly time schedules,
overtim e , seasonality,
physical
conditions
such as travel required,
setting--indoor
or outdoor, noise, confusion,
temperature,
health hazards and strength
demands.
Social and psychological
factors
such as work satisfactions,
patterns
of relationsh
ips with supervisors
and other workers, and with unions,
associations,
or other organizations
in which membership may be required
or desirable.
Sourc es of additional
information
such as books, pamphlets,
trade
and professional
journals,
motion pictures,
slides and other visual aids,
pertin ent literature
provided by government agencies,
unions, associations,
industry,
schools,
colleges
and universities.
Criteria

for

style

and format

The intended use of the occupational
material
will be a critical
in the consi deration
of style and format.
Style should be clear,
concise,
interesting,
and adapted to the
read ers for whom the material
is intend ed .
Publishers
are encouraged to be creative
and imaginative
in presenting factual
information
in a stimulating
fashion.
The typography should
be inviting,
the total format pleasing,
and the illu strations
should be
of a quality
to enhance the effect ivenes s of the material
and to make it
appropri ate for the age level for which it is planned.
Charts,
graphs, or statistical
tables should be properly titled
and
int erp ret ed . Sources and dates of basic data shou ld be given.
The occupational
book or pamphlet should state specifically,
the
publisher,
date of publication,
the sponsoring organization,
group or
indivi dual and the author . Information
about the author's
training
and
experience
should be provided.
Pages should be numbered in sequence and
the price,
when applicable,
should be included.
In view of the changing nature of occupations,
it is important
that information
be kept up-to-date.
Provision
should be made for review
and revision
when the original
publication
is issued and new editions
should state whether or not contents have been revised,
Dates of original
publications
and of the data used should be given on both first
and revised editions . When information
about wages or other data subject to
relativ ely rapid change is used, date and source should be indicated,
factor

Appendix C
A Recommended
Each item li sted
the followin g system:

Sample of Occupational
has been classified

Literature

Listings

and coded in accordance

with

Type of publication
A-Car eer fiction
B-Biography
C-Sin gle job information

D-Job family information
E-Jo bs in specific
business
or industry

or
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F-Recrui tment literature
G-Art i cl e or reprint
H-Other

Vocabulary
a
b
c

Recommendation
1
2
3

Leve l

adult level
high school level
below high school

and above
level

Highly recommended
Recommended
Useful

Accountin g
Qualific ations of the Hospital
1967, 1 p. subscription,
G-3a

Accountant,

The Making of a CPA, American Institute
1968, 14 pp. free, C-3b
Advertising
Career Opportunities
In Advertising,
Agencies, 1967, 24 pp. fr ee , D-3b

Jos eph Tonascia,

of Certified

Public

American Association

Agriculture
Farm Man~£,
Utah Department of Employment Security,
C-lb (Design ed for use in Utah)
Irrigator,
Utah Department of Employment Security,
C-lb (Designed for use in Utah)

Research

Associates

Undergraduat e Education in Poultry
196 8 , 32 pp. free, H- 3b
Vocation al Guidance Quarterly.

National

1968. 17(2):229-238,
Appendix D

St.

Loui s Park Junior

High School testing

1.

Seventh grade (all students).
a. Iowa B:isic Skills Test.
b. Otis Mental Ability Test.

2.

Eighth grade (all students).
a, Iowa Silent Reading Test.

of Advertising

1968, 2 pp. free,

1968, 2 pp.

, 1968, 4 pp, 406, c-lb

Science,

Sample Testing

Accountants,

1968, 2 pp. free,

Agricultur e-Poultry Farming
Farmh and Poultry,
Utah Department of Employment Security,
free, C-2b (Designed for use in Utah)
Poultryrn en, Science

Careers,

Pro grams
program

Academy of Sciences,

b.

J.

Ninth
a.
b.
c.

Tests
1.

Iowa Algebra

Aptitude

Test.

grade (all students).
Iowa Tests of Educational
Developm ent .
Kuder Preference
Record--vocational.
American Council on Education,
Psychological

used at all

grade levels

Examination.

as need arises.

Individual
intelligence
tests
a. Stanford Binet .
b . Wechsl er Intelligence
Scale

2.

Group intelli

J.

Reading

4.

General achievement
a. Stanford Achievement Series.
b. Justak Wide Range Achievement

for

Children.

gence test--Lorge-Thorndike.

test -- Gates Reading

5. Personality--Moon

ey Problems

Survey

Test.

Check List

(junior

high edition).

Longf ellow Junior High School
Wauwatosa , Wisconsin
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Required
1. Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test: New Edition Beta Test EM-to be given in September.
2. California
Achievement Tests in Reading, Language, and Arithmetic
Convention and
Form AA--to be given to all ?B's between Teachers'
Thanksgiving.
Optional
Califor nia Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity,
Int ermediate , 1950,
S Form.
2. Stanford Achievement Test in Reading, Language , Arithmetic--Advanced
Battery Partial
Form JM.

1.

7A
Required
1.
Otis Quick-Scoring
Mental Ability Test: New Edition Beta Test EM-to all new 7A students upon entry to school.
2. California
Achievement Tests in Reading, Language, and Arithmetic
Form AA--to be given to all 7A's between Teachers ' Convention and
Thanksgivin g .
Optional
California
Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity , Intermediate,
1950,
S Form.
2. Stanford Achievement Test in Reading, Language , Arithmetic--Advanced
Battery Partial
Form JM.

1.
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8B
Required
1. Otis Quick-Scoring
Mental Ability Test : New Edition Beta Test EM-to be given to all new 8B students upon entry to schoo l if they do
not have a recent int el li gence test in their fol ders .
2.
California
Achievement Tests in Reading, Languag e , Arithmetic,
Form
BB--to be given to all 8B's between Teachers'
Convention and
Thanksgiving.
3, Kuder Int erest Inventory--to
be given to all 8B's any time during
the semester.
4. Iowa Algebra Aptitude Test--to be given to all 8B's any time during
the semester.

8A
' Required
1.
Otis Quick-Scoring
Mental Ability Test: New Edition Beta Test EM-to be giv en to all new 8A students upon entry to school if they do
test in their folders.
not have a recent intelligence
2. California
Achievement Test in Reading, Langua ge , and Arithmetic,
Form BB--to be given to all 8A's between Teachers'
Convention and
Thanksgiving.
9B
Required
1. Otis Quick-Scoring
Mental Ability Test: New Edition Beta Test EM-to all new 9B students
upon entry to school if they do not have a
recent intelligence
test in folders.
2,
Henman-Nelson Test of Mental Ability--to
all 9B's when sent out by
University
of Wisconsin.
3. Stanford Achievement Test Adv, Language Arts Form DM--to be given
between Teachers'
Convention and Thanksgiving.
9A
Required
1. Otis Quick-Scoring
Mental Ability Te st : New Edition Beta Test EM-to all new 9A students
upon entry to school if they do not have a
recent intelligence
test in folders.
2, Henman-Nelson Test of Mental Ability--to
all 9A's when sent out by
University
of Wisconsin.
3, Stanford Achievement Test Adv. Language Arts Form DM--to be given
between Teachers'
Convention and Thanksgiving .
4, English Minimum Essentials
Test Form A--to be sent over by senior
high school and administered
by 9A junior high school English teachers, scoring is done by senior high school .
Cottin gham, Haro ld F, and William E. Hopke. 1961. Guidance in the
Junior High School. McKnight and McKnight Company, Bloomington ,
Ill.
pp. 97-100,
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